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I. INTRODUCTION 

Elliot R. Berman ("Berman") and Bennan & Company, P.A. ("Bennan & Co.") 

(collectively "Respondents") conducted an audit of MusclePharm Corporation's ("MSLP") 2010 

and 2011 financial statements. There is no dispute that Respondents were aware of the Securities 

and Exchange Commission's ("Commission") long standing determination that indemnification 

clauses impair independence, that Respondents nonetheless included indemnification clauses in 

their engagement letters with MSLP, and that Respondents subsequently demanded (and received) 

funds after invoking such indemnification. Thus, Respondents were not independent pursuant to 

Rule 2-0 I (b) of Regulation S-X. 

However, in "determining whether an accountant is independent," Rule 2-0l(b) provides 

that ''the Commission will consider all relevant facts and circumstances." In their Motion for 

Summary Disposition ("Motion"), Respondents argue only that their independence was not 

impaired by inclusion of indemnification provisions found in the MSLP engagement letters. While 

Respondents quarrel with the Commission's allegation that the indemnification provisions alone 

impaired their independence, they ignore all other facts and circumstances alleging Respondents' 

lack of independence in conducting the MSLP audits. Thus, at a minimum, there remain material 

factual disputes - whether Respondents were independent on the facts and circumstances of this 

case - making summary disposition inappropriate. 

Moreover, even were the Court to consider only the text of the indemnification provisions 

in adjudicating the allegations that Respondents violated independence requirements, summary 

disposition would still be inappropriate. That is because the indemnification provisions at issue 

violate Rule 2-0l(b) of Regulation S-X, as recognized by the Commission, the PCAOB, and the 



AICPA, among others. For these reasons, and as more fully outlined herein, Respondents' Motion 

should be denied. 

II. SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

By including indemnification provisions in the MSLP engagement letters, Respondents 

were not independent pursuant to Commission Rule 2-0l(b) of Regulation S-X. Moreover, the 

regulatory bodies that Respondents' claim support their arguments in fact do the opposite, as both 

the PCAOB and AICPA have publically held that pursuant to Commission rules and regulations, 

indemnification provisions impair independence. 

As more fully outlined herein, Respondents' independence was impaired pursuant to Rule 

2-01 (b) of Regulation S-X. Respondents attempt to avoid the application of this rule by claiming it 

does not specifically address indemnification. However, Rule 2-0l(b) provides the general 

standard of independence. The Notes to Rule 2-01 specifically explain that the rule "does not 

purport to, and the Commission could not, consider all circumstances that raise independence 

concerns, and these are subject to the general standards in Rule 2-0l(b)." 17 C.F.R. § 210.2-0l(b), 

Note 2. The rule further provides that accountants "are encouraged to consult with the 

Commission's Office of the Chief Accountant ["OCA"] before entering into relationships, 

including relationships involving the provision of services, that are not explicitly described in the 

rule." Id at Note 3. After passage of Rule 2-01, OCA, in 2004, published specific guidance on 

indemnification (1) confirming the Commission's long standing position that indemnification 

impairs independence (which had been set forth by the Commission in published interpretations 

years before), and (2) further clarifying additional indemnification language that impaired 
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independence (the "OCA FAQ"). The Commission and staff interpretations make clear that under 

Rule 2-01 (b ), indemnification provisions impair independence. 

It is undisputed that Respondents read both Rule 2-0 I and the OCA FAQ and, despite the 

specific instructions above, opted not to consult with OCA, and more troubling, knowingly 

disregarded the OCA FAQ and falsified their audit workpapers by claiming there were no 

indemnification agreements with MSLP. In fact, Respondents not only included indemnification 

provisions in the MSLP engagement letters, but deliberately included an indemnification provision 

that contained near identical language to that in the OCA FAQ, which was identified as facially 

impairing independence. 

In attempting to justify their misconduct, Respondents now claim they were permitted to 

include indemnification language specifically rejected by the OCA FAQ because of the PCAOB 

interim rules, which adopted AICPA rules when the PCAOB was first established. This argument 

is without merit. 

Em multiple PCAOB rules make clear that Commission rules and regulations, especially 

if more restrictive, must be followed and, as noted above, Commission Rule 2-01 (b) of Regulation 

S-X disallowed indemnification. 

Second, the PCAOB, the organization which Respondents' claim permits the use of 

indemnification provisions, has issued multiple statements setting forth its position that 

Commission rules and regulations do not permit indemnification and, therefore, indemnification in 

audits of SEC registrants impairs independence. 

Third, the AICPA-the organization that originally passed the ruling Respondents allege 

permits indemnification, which was later adopted by the PCAOB interim rules - specifically 
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passed a rule in 2008 recognizing that pursuant to the Commission's requirements, indemnification 

would impair independence. The AICP A rule further stated that accountants were required to 

follow not only regulatory agencies' laws and regulations, but also "published interpretations," and 

that failure to do so would constitute an act discreditable to the profession. Thus, even if 

Respondents believed Rule 2-01 was inapplicable, the AICP A required Respondents to follow the 

OCA FAQ and Commission guidance, which they failed to do. 

Finally, Respondents' reliance on the PCAOB interim rules, even if applicable, applies to 

only one of Respondents' indemnification provisions. Respondents provide no justification for the 

usage of the others that also violate Rule 2-01 (b) of Regulation S-X. 

III. STATEMENT OF FACTS1 

1. Elliot R. Berman, a resident of Boca Raton, Florida, has been a CPA licensed in Florida since 

2005. (OIP ~ 1.) Berman is the sole owner of Berman & Co., which he founded in 2006. 

(Id) 

2. Berman & Company, P.A. is an accounting and auditing firm based in Boca Raton, Florida. 

(OIP ~ 2.) Berman & Co. has been registered with the Public Company Accounting 

Oversight Board ("PCAOB") since 2006. (Id) 

3. MusclePharm Corporation ("MSLP") is a Nevada corporation with its principal place of 

business in Denver, Colorado. (OIP ~ 3.) Since 2010, MSLP has had a class of securities 

registered with the Commission pursuant to Section l 2(g) of the Securities Exchange Act of 

1934 ("Exchange Act"). (Id.) 

1 Pursuant to Commission Rule of Practice 250, because this motion was brought by 
Respondents, the facts contained in the Order Instituting Proceedings ("OIP") shall be taken as 
true. See Rule 250. 
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4. MSLP engaged Berman & Co. as its auditor in January 2011 and dismissed Berman & Co. in 

September 2012. (OIP ~ 3.) 

5. Berman & Co. issued audit reports containing unqualified opinions on MSLP's financial 

statements for fiscal years ended December 31, 2010 and December 31, 2011 (the "MSLP 

Audits"). (OIP ~ 5.) 

6. Berman served as the engagement partner on the MSLP Audits. (OIP ~ 6.) Berman 

approved the issuance of audit reports containing unqualified opinions. (Id.) 

7. In each of the MSLP Audits, Berman & Co. represented that the audits were conducted by an 

independent auditor in accordance with PCAOB standards. (OIP ~ 7.) Berman signed the 

audit reports for the MSLP Audits on behalf of Berman & Co. (Id) MSLP included these 

audit reports in its Commission filings. (Id) 

8. Berman researched the use of indemnification provisions in engagement letters with SEC 

registrants around the time he founded Berman & Co. in 2006, which included reviewing 

PCAOB Rule 3520, PCAOB Rule 3500T, and Rule 2-01 of Regulation S-X. (OIP ~ 10.) 

9. Berman testified that he did not remember ever contacting anyone at the SEC about 

indemnification provisions in engagement letters. (Exhibit. A, Testimony of Berman, at 

538:7-10; 605:1-9.) Berman had consulted with OCA on other matters, such as related party 

transactions. (Ex. A, at 328:11-331:16.) 

10. The Commission has published its interpretation and guidance on auditor indemnification 

provisions in Codification of Financial Reporting Policies Section 602. 02f.i 

("Indemnification by Client") (the "Codification"). (OIP if 11.) The Codification provides in 

part that when "an accountant and his client, directly or through an affiliate, have entered into 
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an agreement of indemnity which seeks to assure the accountant immunity from liability for 

his own negligent acts, whether of omission or commission, one of the major stimuli to 

objective and unbiased consideration of the problems encountered in a particular engagement 

is removed or greatly weakened." (Id) 

11. Berman testified that he "might have looked at [the Codification] ... I have a very general 

recollection, but I- I'm not a hundred percent sure." (Ex. A at 608:5-13.) 

12. Berman also claims to have reviewed the OCA FAQ. (OIP ~ 12; Ex. A at 605:13-21.) The 

OCA FAQ notes the "Commission's long standing view" that "when an accountant enters 

into an indemnity agreement with the registrant, his or her independence would come into 

question." (Id) The OCA FAQ provides that when "an accountant and his or her client, 

directly or through an affiliate, enter into an agreement of indemnity which seeks to provide 

the accountant immunity from liability for his or her own negligent acts, whether of omission 

or commission, the accountant is not independent." (Id) The OCA FAQ additionally states 

that "including in engagement letters a clause that a registrant would release, indemnify or 

hold harmless from any liability and costs resulting from knowing misrepresentations by 

management would also impair the firm's independence." (Id) (Emphasis added.) 

13. Berman testified that he considered the OCA FAQ when drafting the MSLP engagement 

letters. (Exhibit A at 606:22-25.) 

14. The PCAOB Office of the Chief Auditor released the PCAOB Standing Advisory Group 

briefing paper, titled "Emerging Issue - The Effects on Independence of Indemnification, 

Limitation of Liability, and Other Litigation Related Clauses in Audit Engagement Letters," 
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dated February 9, 2006.2 (OIP if 13.) The briefing paper was developed "by the staff of the 

Office of the Chief Auditor to foster discussion among members of the Standing Advisory 

Group" and is not a statement of the Board. (Id) The briefing paper discusses the 

Codification and OCA FAQs. (Id) The briefing paper also discusses Ethics Ruling Number 

94 under Rule 101 of the AICPA's Code of Professional Conduct (included in the PCAOB's 

interim independence standards), which provides that the auditor's independence would not 

be impaired by indemnification language. (Id.) However, the briefing paper notes that 

auditors must " ... comply with the SEC' s auditor independence requirements as well as those 

of the Board in an audit of a public company" and concludes that "[b]ecause SEC 

independence requirements prohibit indemnification agreements in audit engagement letters, 

Ethics Ruling Number 94 has no practical effect with respect to audits of public companies." 

(Id) (Emphasis added.) 

15. The PCAOB has also highlighted that indemnification provisions will impair an audit firm's 

independence under Commission rules. (OIP ~ 14.) For example, in 2007, the PCAOB 

issued a report on its inspection findings noting that indemnification provisions violate the 

SEC independence rules. 3 (Id) 

16. Other agencies have also issued guidance recognizing the Commission's determination that 

2 See http://pcaobus.org/N ews/Events/Documents/02092006 _ SAGMeeting/lndemnification. pdf 
3 See pages 16-18 of the Report on the PCAOB's 2004, 2005, and 2006 Inspections of Domestic 
Triennially Inspected Firms, PCAOB Rel. No. 2007-2010 (Oct. 22, 2007) 
http://pcaobus.org/Inspections/Documents/2007_10-22_401 O _Report. pdf. 
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the use of indemnification provisions impairs independence.4 (OIP ~ 15.) 

17. After his research, and despite specifically reading the PCAOB and Commission rules on 

independence and the Commission and Commission staff's specific guidance that 

indemnification provisions impaired an auditor's independence, Berman drafted Berman & 

Co. engagement letters for use with SEC registrant audit clients that included indemnification 

provisions. (OIP ~ 16.) 

18. MSLP signed Berman & Co. engagement letters, dated January 5, 2011 and January 1, 2012, 

relating to the MSLP Audits (the "MSLP Engagement Letters"). (OIP ~ 17.) Berman drafted 

the MSLP Engagement Letters and signed the MSLP Engagement Letters on behalf of 

Berman & Co. (Id) 

19. Berman & Co. completed an "Engagement Acceptance Form" for the 2010 MSLP Audit (the 

"2010 Form"). (OIP ~ 19.) Berman reviewed and approved this form. (Id.) Berman & Co. 

completed an "Engagement Acceptance and Continuance Form" for the 2011 MSLP Audit 

(the "2011 Form"). (Id) Berman reviewed and approved this form. (Id; see also Exhibit B, 

which contains the 2010 and 2011 Forms.) 

20. Item 11 of the 2010 Form and Item 7 of the 2011 Form provided that the "SEC expects 

accountants to comply with the independence requirements established by the PCAOB, 

Independence Standards Board, and the accounting profession (the AICPA), as well as the 

requirements promulgated by the Commission and the staff." (OIP ~ 20; Ex. B.) (Emphasis 

added.) 

4 See Interagency Advisory on the Unsafe and Unsound Use of Limitation of Liability Provisions 
in External Audit Engagement Letters, 
http://www.federalreserve.gov/boarddocs/srletters/2006/sr0604al .pdf (2006). 
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21. Item 11.h of the 2010 Form and item 7.h of the 2011 Form specifically asked "[a]re there any 

relationships with the client or conflicts of interests that might impair independence? ... vii. 

Indemnification?" (OIP ~ 21; Ex. B.) The 2010 Form explicitly stated that ifBerman & Co. 

answered this questioned "Yes," "the firm would be precluded from accepting the 

engagement." (Ex. B.) Despite having included indemnification provisions in the MSLP 

Engagement Letters, Respondents falsely responded "no" to this question both years, thereby 

allowing Berman & Co. to continue with the engagement. (Id) 

22. Aside from the 2010 Form and 2011 Form, there is no evidence in the work papers that 

Respondents considered Berman & Co.' s independence in relation to the indemnification 

provisions in the MSLP Engagement Letters for the MSLP Audits. (OIP ~ 22.) 

23. Berman & Co. also provided a letter to the MSLP Audit Committee, signed by Berman, for 

each audit pursuant to PCAOB Rule 3526, Communication with Audit Committees 

Concerning Independence. (Exhibit C, Rule 3526 Letters). Despite having indemnification 

provisions in the MSLP Engagement Letters, Respondents represented to the MSLP Audit 

Committee: "We are not aware of any relationships between our Firm and the Company that, 

in our professional judgment, may reasonably be thought to bear on our 

independence ... " (Id) Moreover, Respondents in these letters represented: "We hereby 

confirm that as of the date of this letter we are independent accountants with respect to the 

Company, within the meaning of the Securities Acts administered by the United States 

Securities and Exchange Commission, PCAOB (we are in compliance with Rule 3520) and 

the requirements of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants." (Id) 

24. Berman & Co. invoked the indemnification provisions in the MSLP Engagement Letters and 
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required MSLP to pay approximately $272,000 of costs Berman & Co. incurred related to an 

SEC investigation. (OIP if 23.) 

25. The Commission first sent Berman & Co. a voluntary document request in November 2012. 

(Motion, Ex. C.) Berman & Co. submitted an invoice for payment to MSLP of $6,000 on 

December 5, 2012 with a description "[i]n connection with an inquiry from the Denver office 

of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (Division of Enforcement)." (Exhibit D.) 

26. On July 29, 2013, the Commission issued its first subpoena to Berman & Co. (Motion, Ex. 

D.) 

27. On August 6, 2013, Berman emailed MSLP, introducing his legal counsel and writing: "As 

we discussed yesterday, MSLP will be covering all legal expenses of Berman & Company, 

P.A., pursuant to our engagement letter from the 2011 year-end audit." (Exhibit E.) 

28. On October 7, 2013, Respondents' counsel emailed MSLP's counsel demanding payment 

pursuant to the engagement letter, specifically referencing the language "[r]easonable costs 

and time spent in legal matters or proceedings arising from our engagement ... at your 

request or by subpoena will be billed to you separately and you agree to pay the same." 

(Exhibit F.) In the email, Respondents' counsel refers to the provision as an 

"indemnification issue." (Id.) 

29. On October 22, 2013, Berman & Co. submitted an invoice for payment to MSLP of 

$47,075.00 for "SEC Investigation." (Exhibit G.) 

30. Berman provided testimony to the SEC on April 2, 2014 and April 3, 2014, where he was 

directly questioned about the sufficiency of the MSLP Audits. (OIP ~ 23.) On August 7, 

2014, Berman sent an invoice to MSLP seeking reimbursement for time spent preparing for 
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his testimony, and the testimony itself. (Id) 

IV. INDEMNIFICATION PROVISIONS RELEVANT TO RESPONDENTS' 
MOTION 

The MSLP Engagement Letters contained the following indemnification provisions:5 

(a) "The Company agrees to release, indemnify, and hold Berman & Company, P.A. (its 
partners, affiliates, heirs, executors, personal representatives, successors, and assigns) 
harmless from any liability and costs resulting from known misrepresentations by 
management." 

(b) "The Company agrees to release, indemnify, and hold Berman & Company, P.A. (its 
partners, affiliates, heirs, executors, personal representatives, successors, and assigns) 
harmless from any liability and costs resulting from fraud caused by or participated in 
by the management of the Company." 

( c) "Reasonable costs and time spent in legal matters or proceedings arising from our 
engagement, such as subpoenas, testimony or consultation involving private litigation, 
arbitration or government regulatory inquiries at your request or by subpoena will be 
billed to you separately and you agree to pay the same." 

(OIP ~ 18(a)-(c).) 

V. LEGAL STANDARD 

Under Rule of Practice 250(b ), the "hearing officer may grant the motion for summary 

disposition if there is no genuine issue with regard to any material fact and the party making the 

motion is entitled to a summary disposition as a matter of law." 17 CFR § 20 l .250(b ). 

The federal securities statutes should be construed broadly and flexibly, not technically and 

restrictively, to effectuate their remedial purpose. Affiliated Ute Citizens of Utah v. United States, 

406 U.S. 128, 151 (1972); SECv. Capital Gains Research Bureau, Inc., 315 U.S. 180, 195 (1963). 

5 The Respondents' Motion refers only to the first two provisions, (a) and (b), as 
"Indemnification Provisions" and refers to the third provision, ( c ), as the "Other Services 
Provision." (Motion at ~~ 6-7.) While all three provisions were intended to indemnify 
Respondents, as confirmed by Berman's attorney (see Ex. E), the Commission uses these 
separate terms in this Reply for ease of understanding. 
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In this vein, the Exchange Act was designed ''to insure honest securities markets and thereby 

promote investor confidence." United States v. O'Hagan, 521U.S.642, 658 (1997). It was also 

designed to achieve a high standard of business ethics in every aspect of the securities industry. 

United States v. Naftalin, 441 U.S. 768, 775 (1979); Graham v. SEC, 222 F.3d 994, 1002 (D.C. 

Cir. 2000). 

VI. ARGUMENT 

a Summary Disposition is Inappropriate Because Respondents Attack Only Some 
Facts and Circumstances Evidencing their Lack of Independence. 

Rule 2-01 (b) of Regulation S-X provides the general standard of auditor independence, 

which requires that an auditor be independent in fact and appearance. Rule 2-01 (b) of Regulation 

S-X provides that the "Commission will not recognize an accountant as independent, with respect 

to an audit client, if the accountant is not .... capable of exercising objective and impartial 

judgment on all issues encompassed within the accountant's engagement. In determining whether 

an accountant is independent, the Commission will consider all relevant circumstances, including 

all relationships between the accountant and audit client, and not just those relating to reports filed 

with the Commission." 17 C.F.R. § 210.2-0l(b) (emphasis added.) 

The 2000 Adopting Release to Rule 2-01 explained: 

Circumstances that are not specifically set forth in our rule are 
measured by the general standard set forth in final Rule 2-01 (b ). 
Under that standard, we will not recognize an accountant as 
independent with respect to an audit client if the accountant is not, 
or if a reasonable investor knowing all relevant facts and 
circumstances would conclude that the accountant is not, capable of 
exercising objective and impartial judgment on all issues 
encompassed within the accountant's engagement. 
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See Release Nos. 33-7919, 34-43602, and 35-27279 at https://www.sec.gov/rules/final/33-

7919.htm ("Adopting Release"). 

In their Motion, Respondents argue that because "all three provisions cited in the OIP 

provide[ d] for indemnification or payment only in limited circumstances" and therefore "d[id] not 

impair Berman & Co.'s independence in violation of SEC rules and regulations and/or PCAOB 

standards," there is "no genuine issue with regard to any material fact" and the "lack of 

independence [claims] should be dismissed." (Motion at 6.) However, even ifthe text of the 

indemnification provisions alone did not impair auditor independence under Rule 2-0l(b) (which 

they did), summary disposition would nonetheless be inappropriate. That is because Respondents 

do not address the other facts pleaded by the Commission evidencing their lack of independence in 

conducting the MSLP Audits. 

Specifically, Respondents failed to adequately document the audits relating to 

independence as required by AS 3 (OIP ,, 72-73(a)), Berman failed to properly supervise the 

audits relating to independence as required by AS 10 (OIP ,, 74, 78), Respondents failed to issue 

accurate audit reports relating to independence, as required by AS 14 and AU § 508 (OIP ,, 79-

80), and Respondents failed to exercise due care and professional skepticism relating to 

independence as required by AS 13 and AU§ 230 (OIP ,, 81-82(a).) Additionally, as a result of 

Respondents' lack of independence, Berman & Co. and Berman willfully aided and abetted and 

caused MSLP's violations of Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act and Rule 13a-1 thereunder and 

Respondents engaged in improper professional conduct under Rule 102( e )(1 )(ii) as defined in Rule 

102(e)(l)(iv)(A) and (B)(2) of the Commission's Rules of Practice, and willfully violated and 
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willfully aided and abetted violations of provisions of the federal secwities laws and rules and 

regulations thereunder pursuantto Rule 102(e)(l)(iii). (OIP, Section F, Violations, ljfljf 1-6.) 

In fact, as set forth in the OIP, the indemnification provisions also contributed to 

Respondents' other audit failures. Because Respondents included indemnification provisions in 

the MSLP Engagement Letters, Respondents failed to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence 

as a result of inappropriately relying on oral and written representations ofMSLP's management, 

without conducting sufficient audit procedures. (See OIP at ljfljf 63, 64.) Respondents 

inappropriately relied on management representations, which contributed to audit failures relating 

to related party disclosures (id at ljfljf 32, 66), sales incentives (id at ljfljf 37, 67), and international 

sales (id atifljf 47, 71). Atthe administrative hearing, these facts will support the Commission's 

allegations that the failures were in part the result of Respondents knowing they were indemnified, 

or at a minimum, a reasonable investor could conclude, that Respondents failed to do additional 

audit work beyond management representations because of the indemnification provisions. 

Accordingly, even if the Court determines that the text of the three indemnification 

provisions discussed in Respondents' Motion do not facially impair independence, summary 

disposition is nevertheless inappropriate. 

b. Indemnification Provisions Impair Auditor Independence 

Even were the Court to consider only the text of the indemnification provisions in 

adjudicating whether Respondents' independence was impaired, summary disposition would 
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nevertheless be inappropriate. That is because the indemnification provisions at issue violate Rule 

2-0l(b) of Regulation S-X.6 

It is axiomatic that independence is a key principle of public accounting. "Public faith in 

the reliability of a corporation's financial statements depends upon the public perception of the 

outside auditor as an independent professional." United States v. Arthur Young & Co., 465 U.S. 

805, 819 n.15 (1984). Congress established the requirement for independent audits with the 

passage of the Securities Act of 1933. Securities Act of 1933, Section 7(a), Schedule A. With the 

6 Respondents' aver that this is the "very first time" the Commission has sanctioned an auditor 
for indemnification provisions in engagement letters. (Motion at 4.) Assuming this is true, 
Respondents' offer no explanation as to why this is relevant. In any event, Respondents cannot 
credibly claim to be surprised by this enforcement action, as their conduct was reprehensible and 
their violations blatant and willful. Berman researched the use of indemnification provisions in 
engagement letters and reviewed Commission Rule 2-01, which specifically provides that the 
rule does not list all situations that would impair independence and encourages auditors to 
consult with OCA. (OIP ~ 10.) Berman, however, could not recall ever consulting with anybody 
at the SEC on indemnification provisions. (Ex. A at 538:7-10; 605:1-9.) However, Berman 
testified that he did review the OCA FAQ, which confirms the Commission's long standing view 
that indemnification impairs independence and provides examples of specific language that OCA 
determined would impair independence (and that Berman used). (OIP at~ 12.) Berman also 
recalled reading the Codification, which similarly held that indemnification impaired 
independence. (Ex. A at 605 :5-13.) Despite this, Berman included indemnification provisions in 
the MSLP Engagement Letters that he drafted and signed on behalf of Berman & Co. (OIP at~~ 
16-18.) Moreover, during the course of the MSLP Audits, Respondents falsified the 
Engagement Acceptance Forms in the work papers, hiding the fact that indemnification 
existed. (Id. at ~~ 19-21; Ex. B.) Respondents further informed the MSLP Audit Committee that 
they were independent and in compliance with Commission, PCAOB, and AICPA rules, despite 
(as described below) being in violation of each organization's rules. Respondents then continued 
to perform insufficient audit procedures, in part due to the indemnification provisions, in which 
Respondents' improperly relied on management representations resulting in audit failures 
concerning related party disclosures, sales incentives, and international sales. Finally, when the 
Commission began to investigate the public filings of MSLP, Respondents demanded 
indemnification pursuant to the engagement letters, and continued demanding payment 
throughout the investigation, including after Berman's own deposition. (Id. at~ 23; 
Respondents' Motion, Exs. D & E.) Respondents have also both been sanctioned for other 
violations of federal securities laws. (OIP ~~ 1, 2.) 
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passage of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 ("SOX"), Congress reconfirmed the authority of the 

Commission to adopt its own auditor independence rules. (SOX, Public L. No. 107-204, Section 

3(c)(2), 116 Stat. 745 (2002).) 

i. Commission Rule 2-01 of Regulation S-X 

As noted above, Rule 2-01 (b) of Regulation S-X provides the general standard of auditor 

independence, which provides the "Commission will not recognize an accountant as independent, 

with respect to an audit client, if the accountant is not .... capable of exercising objective and 

impartial judgment on all issues encompassed within the accountant's engagement." 17 C.F .R. 

§ 210.2-0l(b). Further guidance is provided by the Preliminary Notes to Rule 2-01. Note 1 

explains that Rule 2-01 "is designed to ensure that auditors are qualified and independent of their 

audit clients both in fact and in appearance." Relevant to the instant case, Note 2 makes clear that 

the "rule does not purport to, and the Commission could not, consider all circumstances that raise 

independence concerns, and these are subject to the general standards in Rule 2-0l(b)." Similarly, 

Note 3, reiterates that "in determining whether an accountant is independent, the Commission will 

consider all relevant facts and circumstances" and that "registrants and accountants are encouraged 

to consult with the Commission's Office of the Chief Accountant before entering into 

relationships, including relationships involving the provision of services, that are not explicitly 

described in the rule." 
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ii. Respondents Violated Commission Rule 2-0l(b) of Regulation S-X 

Berman included indemnification provisions in the MSLP Engagement Letters. As a 

result, Berman & Co. was not independent as required by Rule 2-0l(b).7 Berman & Co. violated, 

and Berman aided and abetted violations of, Rule 2-02(b)(l) of Regulation S-X by submitting audit 

reports to MSLP, which were filed with the Commission, that provided Berman & Co. was 

independent and the audits were conducted in accordance with PCAOB standards. The crux of 

Respondents' counterargument is that no Commission rule or regulation holds that any of the 

indemnification clauses at issue impair independence. Therefore, according to Respondents, their 

conduct cannot have violated independence rules. (Motion at 5-6.) Respondents are mistaken. 

Respondents' argument ignores the explicit language of Rule 2-01, which (1) specifically 

explains that the "rule does not purport to, and the Commission could not, consider all 

circumstances that raise independence concerns," (2) unambiguously states that the Commission 

will "consider all circumstances that raise independence concerns" and (3) therefore encourages 

accountants to consult with OCA "before entering into relationships, including relationships 

involving the provision of services, that are not explicitly described in the rule." 11 C.F.R. 

§ 210.2-01 (emphasis added.) The Commission could not have been more clear that Rule 2-01 's 

application is not limited to explicit examples set forth in the rule, and as a result specifically 

encourages consultation with OCA. 

7 As detailed in the OIP, in addition to failing to comply with Rule 2-0l(b) of Regulation S-X, 
Respondents also failed to comply with auditing standards AU§ 220 and AS 9. (See OIP ~~ 58-
60.) 
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On this topic, OCA has published guidance that indemnification impairs independence. It 

unequivocally states that at least one of the indemnification provisions at issue impairs an auditor's 

independence. The OCA FAQ provides: 

"Q: Has there been any change in the Commission's long standing 
view (Financial Reporting Policies ("FRP") - Section 600 -
602.02.f.i. "Indemnification by Client") that when an accountant 
enters into an indemnity agreement with the registrant, his or her 
independence would come into question? A: No. When an 
accountant and his or her client, directly or through an affiliate, enter 
into an agreement of indemnity which seeks to provide the 
accountant immunity from liability for his or her own negligent acts, 
whether of omission or commission, the accountant is not 
independent. Further, including in engagement letters a clause 
that a registrant would release, indemnify or hold harmless from 
any liability and costs resulting from knowing misrepresentations 
by management would also impair the firm's independence." 

(Issued Dec. 31, 2004.) (emphasis added.) 

Most troubling, Berman read, but chose to disregard, the OCA FAQ that specifically 

alerted him the indemnification clauses he included in MSLP Engagement Letters impaired 

independence. (OIP iJ 16.) Thus, Berman was on notice that (1) Rule 2-01 did not purport to 

consider all circumstances that raise independence concerns, (2) the rule encouraged contacting 

OCA; and (3) OCA's position, along with the Commission's long standing view, was the 

indemnification provisions in the MSLP Engagement Letters impaired independence. It is 

therefore not surprising that despite consulting with OCA on other matters, such as related party 

transactions (Ex. A, at 328: 11-331: 16) , Berman could not recall contacting anyone at the SEC 

about indemnification provisions in engagement letters (Ex. A, at 538:7-10; 605:1-9.) This is 

because Berman knew there was no question that indemnification impaired independence. 
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In attempting to excuse their conduct, Respondents argue the OCA FAQ is a ''non

authoritative source," and therefore Respondents were free to ignore OCA's determination, which 

confirmed the Commission's long standing view, that indemnification impairs independence. 

(Motion at 15.) Respondents fail to explain, however, how they could have believed 

indemnification provisions were permissible after reading the OCA FAQ, and after reading Rule 2-

01, in which the Preliminary Notes specifically state the Commission does not (and cannot) 

"consider all circumstances that raise independence concerns" and explicitly encourages 

"consult[ation] with the Commission's Office of the Chief Accountant before entering into 

relationships, including relationships involving the provision of services, that are not explicitly 

described in the rule." 17 C.F.R. § 210.2-01, Notes 2, 3. Implicit in Respondents' argument is that 

either they were permitted to disregard the Notes of Rule 2-01 that stated the rule was more 

expansive than its text, or they were free to disregard OCA and Commission guidance without 

running afoul of Rule 2-01. Regardless, their argument should be rejected. 

Moreover, Respondents find no support for their argument that Rule 2-01 's requirement of 

independence does not incorporate OCA' s determination, confirming the Commission's long 

standing view, that indemnification impairs independence. In fact, as more fully explained below, 

the PCAOB has not surprisingly recognized that Rule 2-01 incorporates this very guidance, and 

has published its own reports making clear that "if an issuer audit client agrees to release, 

indemnify, and hold harmless its audit firm and the firm's personnel from liability arising out of 

knowing misrepresentations by management, the audit firm's independence is impaired. "8 

Ironically, Respondents argue the PCAOB provides authoritative guidance on this issue of 

8 See footnote 3. 
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indemnification (Motion at 11 ), but at the same time argue they were free to disregard the 

PCAOB's recognition that Commission rules and regulations have determined indemnification 

clauses impair independence because the PCAOB cited as support "the Codification and the staff's 

FAQ." (Motion at 16.) This only illustrates how far Respondents must stretch in attempting to 

excuse their misconduct. 

Put simply, the indemnification provisions in the MSLP Engagement Letters impaired 

Berman & Co.'s independence under Rule 2-0l(b) of Regulation S-X. The Court should reject 

Respondents' arguments that a independence violation cannot exist absent text in the rule explicitly 

prohibiting indemnifications clauses. This is contrary to the language (and spirit) of Rule 2-01, as 

recognized by the PCAOB and other authorities, discussed supra. 

iii. Respondents Violated Section 602.02f.i of the Codification set forth by 
the Commission 

Even were the Court to consider only the text of indemnification provisions in adjudicating 

Respondents' independence, and even were the Court to accept Respondents' arguments that Rule 

2-01 does not hold indemnification impairs independence and that the OCA FAQ can be ignored, 

summary disposition is still inappropriate. That is because the provisions did not only indemnify 

Respondents against management misrepresentations and fraud, but also against their own 

negligence. 

The Commission has provided additional interpretation and guidance regarding 

independence in the Codification, which was revised with the release of the revised Rule 2-01 in 

2000.9 The revised Codification contains the Commission's "interpretations that may continue to 

9 See Footnote 7. 
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be useful in situations not specifically or definitely addressed" in Rule 2-01. Id "Examples of 

these items include business relationships, unpaid prior professional fees, indemnification by client, 

and litigation." Id (emphasis added.) 

Accordingly, in Section 602.02f.i of the Codification the Commission provided specific 

guidance on indemnification. The introduction to Section 602.02 of the Codification provides that 

"the guidelines and illustrations presented in this section cannot be, nor are they intended to be, 

definitive answers on any aspect of this subject," but it continues to state that the guidelines and 

illustrations "are designed to apprise the practitioners of typical situations which have involved 

loss of independence, whether in appearance or in fact, and by so doing to place them on notice of 

these and similar potential threats to their independence." (emphasis added.) Section 6.02.02f.i 

provides: 

"When an accountant and his client, directly or through an affiliate, 
have entered into an agreement of indemnity which seeks to assure 
to the accountant immunity from liability for his own negligent acts, 
whether of omission or commission, one of the major stimuli to 
objective and unbiased consideration of the problems encountered in 
a particular engagement is removed or greatly weakened. Such 
condition must frequently induce a departure from the standards of 
objectivity and impartiality which the concept of independence 
implies. In such difficult matters, for example, as the determination 
of the scope of audit necessary, existence of such an agreement may 
easily lead to the use of less extensive or thorough procedures than 
would otherwise be followed. In other cases it may result in a 
failure to appraise with professional acumen the information 
disclosed by the examination. Consequently, the accountant cannot 
be recognized as independent for the purpose of certifying the 
financial statements of the corporation." 

(emphasis added.) Berman testified that he likely read the Codification (Ex. A at 608:5-13), and 

was at a minimum aware of the Codification because the OCA FAQ referenced it. Yet, despite the 
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Codification stating that it placed accountants on notice that the specific examples and similar 

items could impair independence, Berman still did not recall seeking advice prior to including 

three indemnification provisions in the MSLP Engagement Letters. 

First, as more fully explained in Section Vl(e) below, Respondents used the "Other 

Services Provision" to indemnify themselves against their own negligence acts. The Commission 

brought this action as a result of Respondents' negligence due to several failures under Generally 

Accepted Auditing Standards ("GAAS") - this action against Respondents is not based on 

management misrepresentations. Therefore, when Respondents demanded indemnification in 

relation to the investigation, they sought and received (and likely have not paid back) 

indemnification for their own negligent acts. Indeed, Berman & Co. was subpoenaed for 

documents on July 29, 2013 (Motion, Ex. D), and only days later Berman and Respondents' 

counsel contacted MSLP demanding payment pursuant to the engagement letters. (Exhibits E & 

F.). Moreover, Berman provided testimony to the SEC on April 2-3, 2014, where he was directly 

questioned about the sufficiency of the MSLP Audits, for which he also sought indemnification 

from MSLP. (OIP ~ 23.) Prior the initiation of this action, Respondents had no issue calling this 

an indemnification provision and demanding reimbursement pursuant thereto. (Exhibit F.) 

Moreover, the other two indemnification provisions, while referring to "known 

misrepresentations by management" and "fraud caused by or participated in by the management of 

the Company," necessarily include indemnification for auditor negligence. 10 That is because by 

10 Section 6.02.02f.i of the Codification's reference to indemnification "from liability for [an 
accountant's] own negligent acts" in no way implied that an accountant may be permitted to 
obtain indemnification from management misrepresentations. This Section stems from a 1941 
public opinion that dealt with a "particular case [that] cited the accountant was indemnified and 
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including these indemnification provisions in an engagement letter, the auditor is indemnified, so 

long as a he can point to a known misrepresentation made by management, even if he was 

negligent in conducting his audit, including accepting that misrepresentation. Because the 

representations by management are so broad, this essentially could indemnify the auditor for any 

deficiencies in the audit. For instance, in the 2010 and 2011 MSLP Audits, MSLP management 

provided representation letters with 57 management representations, including a representation that 

''the financial statements referred to above are fairly presented in conformity with U.S. generally 

accepted accounting principles and include all disclosures necessary for such fair presentation and 

disclosures required to be included therein by the laws and regulations to which the company is 

subject." (Exhibit I). Put another way, because the auditor is indemnified for management 

misrepresentations, the auditor can, without fear, accept the misrepresentation (even if he knew it 

was a misrepresentation), rather than conduct an audit compliant with PCAOB standards, including 

questioning management regarding their statements as is expected from an independent auditor. 

This is exactly the type of behavior the Codification warns indemnification may lead to, 

stating that "[i]n such difficult matters, for example, as the determination of the scope of audit 

necessary, existence of such an agreement [an indemnification provision] may easily lead to the 

held harmless from all losses and liabilities arising out of his certification, other than those 
flowing from [the accountant's] own willful misstatements or omissions." (Exhibit Hat 3.) The 
Commission explained that when an accountant enters into an "agreement on indemnity which 
seeks to assure to the accountant immunity from liability for his own negligent acts, whether of 
omission or commission," it was the opinion of the Commission that "one of the major stimuli to 
objective and unbiased consideration of the problems encountered in a particular engagement is 
removed or greatly weakened." Id. As outlined herein, indemnification from management 
misrepresentations not only indemnifies against the auditor's negligent acts of omission (e.g. 
merely accepting as true statements the auditor would otherwise challenge), but it also similarly 
removes or weakens "one of the major stimuli to objective and unbiased consideration of the 
problems encountered in a particular engagement." Section 6.02.02f.i. 
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use of less extensive or thorough procedures than would otherwise be followed." (Section 

6.02.02f.i.) Similarly, the indemnification provisions may impair the auditor's compliance with 

the PCAOB standards requiring due professional care and professional skepticism. As discussed 

in Section Vl(a) above, this likely occurred between Respondents' and MSLP management 

resulting in audit failures concerning related party disclosures, sales incentives, and international 

sales. 

c. PCAOB Does Not Permit Indemnification Clauses for Auditors of Public 
Companies Filing with the Commission. 

The core of Respondents' argument is that Berman & Co. was permitted to use 

indemnification provisions under the PCAOB Rules. (Motion at 11-13.) This argument is 

similarly misplaced. Contrary to Respondents' assertions, PCAOB standards do not permit 

indemnification clauses for auditors associated with SEC registered companies. Moreover, as 

discussed below, the PCAOB ruling that Respondents' rely upon, even if it was applicable, would 

only apply to one of the three indemnification provisions used by Berman & Co. Respondents cite 

no support that would allow the other two indemnification provisions. 

The PCAOB was established and authorized by Congress with the passage of SOX, which 

gave the PCAOB the ability to establish independence and auditing standards rules for auditors. 

SOX, Public L. No. 107-204, Section 101, 116 Stat. 745 (2002) As previously mentioned, SOX 

also reconfirmed the authority of the Commission to adopt its own auditor independence rules. 

(Id)) Congress also stated in SOX that state boards of accountancy could set differing 
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independence rules that would apply to audits of non-public companies. (Id at Section 209) The 

AICPA rules have been established by and for the members of the AICPA. 11 

When the PCAOB was first established, it adopted the then existing auditing, ethical, and 

independence rules of the AICPA as "interim rules."12 The Commission approved these PCAOB 

rules in April 2003. Securities Act of 1933 Release No. 8222 and Exchange Act Release No. 

47745, April 25, 2003, located at http://www.sec.gov/rules/other/33-8222.htm. In its order, the 

SEC approved the language, noting the SEC' s rules that are more prescriptive must be followed by 

auditors of public companies. (Id.) 

i. PCAOB Rule 3500T13 

Rule 3500T(b ), Interim Ethics and Independence Standards, provides that in connection 

with the preparation or issuance of any audit report, a registered public accounting firm, and its 

associated persons shall comply with the independence standards (1) as described in the AICPA's 

Code of Professional Conduct Rule 101, and interpretations and rulings thereunder, as in existence 

on April 16, 2003 (AICPA Professional Standards, ET§§ 101and191 (AICPA 2002)), to the 

extent not superseded or amended by the Board." The Note to this rule provides: "The Board's 

Interim Independence Standards do not supersede the Commission's auditor independence rules. 

See Rule 2-0 I of Reg. S-X, 17 C.F .R. § 210.2-01. Therefore, to the extent that a provision of the 

Commission 's rule is more restrictive - or less restrictive - than the Board's Interim Independence 

11 See PCAOB Release No. 2003-006, located at 
https://pcaobus.org//Rulemaking/lnterim _ Standards/Release2003-006.pdf 

12 See id 

13 This Rule was originally 3600T when adopted in 2003. See PCAOB Release No. 2003-026, 
located at https://pcaobus.org//Rulemaking/DocketO 1112003-12-17 _Release_ 2003-026.pdf 
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Standards, a registered public accounting firm must comply with the more restrictive rule." 

(emphasis added.) 

ii. AICP A Rules and Interpretations 

The AICPA's Code of Professional Conduct Rule 101, Independence, which was adopted 

by Rule 3500T, like the Commission's Rule, does not explicitly address indemnification. Rather, 

the rule provides: "A member in public practice shall be independent in the performance of 

professional services as required by standards promulgated by bodies designated by Council." The 

PCAOB, in Rule 3500T, also adopted, to the extent there were not more restrictive Commission 

Rules, the interpretations and rulings under AICPA Rule 101 in ET§ 191, which contained rulings 

on 111 topics. Ruling 94 in the Ethics Rulings under ET § 191, which serves as the basis for 

Respondents' Motion, sets forth the following Question and Answer: 

Question-A member of his or her firm proposes to include in 
engagement letters a clause that provides that the client would 
release, indemnify, defend, and hold the member (and his or her 
partners, heirs, executors, personal representatives, successors, and 
assigns) harmless from any liability and costs resulting from 
knowing misrepresentations by management. Would inclusion of 
such an indemnification clause in engagement letters impair 
independence? 

Answer-No. 

(ET§ 191 mfl88-189.) 

iii. PCAOB Independence Rule 3520 

In addition to the interim ethical rules of the AICPA that the PCAOB adopted, the PCAOB 

has also adopted its own ethical rules. PCAOB Rule 3520, Auditor Independence, provides: "A 

registered public accounting firm and its associated persons must be independent of the firm's 
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audit client throughout the audit and professional engagement period." This rule, like the 

Commission rule, does not explicitly mention indemnification. Note I of PCAOB Rule 3520 does, 

however, specifically state that "a registered public accounting firm or associated person's 

independence obligation with respect to an audit client encompasses not only an obligation to 

satisfy the independence criteria applicable to the engagement set out in the rules and standards of 

the PCAOB, but also an obligation to satisfy all other independence criteria applicable to the 

engagement, including the independence criteria set out in the rules and regulations of the 

Commission under the federal securities laws." (emphasis added.) Therefore, the PCAOB makes 

clear that Respondents were required to follow not only PCAOB rules, but also any rules or 

regulations of the Commission. 

iv. The PCAOB Recognizes that, Pursuant to the Commission, 
Indemnification Impairs Independence 

Respondents argue that Ruling 94 in ET § 191 is the authoritative guidance which allows 

the use of indemnification provisions in the MSLP Engagement Letters without impairing 

independence. (Motion at 11.) Respondents concede that the PCAOB rules require that 

Commission rules and regulations be followed, but claim that no Commission rule or regulation 

exists on this issue. (Id at 12-13.) 

As discussed above, however, there is a more restrictive Commission Rule - Rule 2-0 I (b) 

of Regulation S-X. The Codification by the Commission and the OCA FAQ provide additional 

guidance relating to Rule 2-01 determining that indemnification impairs independence. Moreover, 

the notes to Rule 2-01 specifically acknowledge the language of the rule cannot cover every 
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independence issue, and encourages consultation with OCA. One need not even consult with OCA 

on this issue because ofOCA FAQ is unequivocal. 

Thus, Rule 2-01 (b) is more restrictive than PCAOB Ruling 94 in ET § 191 because Rule 2-

01 prohibits indemnification related to "knowing misrepresentation by management." 

Accordingly, because both PCAOB Rule 3500T and Rule 3520 require the more restrictive 

Commission rules and regulations to be followed, Respondents were required to follow the 

Commission Rule 2-01 of Regulation S-X. 

Moreover, even ifRuling 94 under ET§ 191 applied to audits of SEC registrants, which 

both the Commission and PCAOB have repeatedly publicly stated it does not (as explained below), 

Ruling 94 would only permit the text of one of Respondents' three indemnification provisions 

from facially impairing Respondents' independence. Respondents group two of the 

indemnification provisions together, arguing that Ruling 94 permits both provisions. (Motion at 

13.) However, the ethics ruling only addresses one of the indemnification provisions. While both 

indemnification provisions begin the same, stating: "The Company agrees to release, indemnify, 

and hold Berman & Company, P.A ... harmless from any liability and costs resulting from," the 

endings are distinct. The first provision indemnifies against "known misrepresentations by 

management," while the second provision indemnifies against "fraud caused by or participated in 

by the management of the Company." Although ET § 191 concludes that indemnification 

provisions indemnifying ''knowing misrepresentations by management" would not impair 

independence - nowhere does it address whether indemnification for fraud caused by or 

participated in by management impairs independence, nor have Respondents cited to any support 

this this is permissible indemnification language under any rule. 
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Respondents' argument is further weakened because the PCAOB, the authority upon which 

Respondents' claim to rely, has stated that under Commission rules, indemnification impairs 

independence. 

In 2006, the PCAOB Office of the Chief Auditor released a briefing paper, the SAG 

Memo, providing that Ethics Ruling Number 94 under ET § 191, upon which Respondents rely, 

does not apply to audits of public companies. 14 While this was a statement by the staff of the Chief 

Auditor, and not an official statement of the board, the 2006 SAG briefing paper discussed both the 

Codification and Ruling 94 under ET § 191, and concluded that because auditors must comply 

with the "SEC's auditor independence requirements" and "because SEC independence 

requirements prohibit indemnification agreements in audit engagement letters, Ethics Ruling 

Number 94 has no practical effect with respect to audits of public companies." (emphasis added.) 

Moreover, in 2007, the PCAOB board itself issued a report that included a summary of 

deficiencies the PCAOB found in the various inspections its staff had performed (the "2007 

Release").15 The 2007 Release stated the PCAOB inspections found violations of the SEC's 

auditor independence rules. It also stated that the PCAOB was providing the report so that audit 

firms could be advised of the more common deficiencies the PCAOB has found in inspections of 

audits. This report was issued over three years before the date of Respondents' first MSLP 

Engagement Letter. The 2007 Release has a section titled "Indemnification," which explicitly 

states "[u]nder the SEC's independence requirements, agreements between an auditor and its issuer 

14 See footnote 2. 

15 See footnote 3. The PCAOB 2007 Release states that it includes "descriptions of deficiencies 
that the Board views as warranting emphasis in a general public report." 
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audit clients that provide certain types of limits on the auditor's potential liability impair the 

auditor's independence." The report continues to explain: "For example, if an issuer audit client 

agrees to release, indemnify, and hold harmless its audit firm and the firm 's personnel from 

liability arising out of knowing misrepresentations by management, the audit firm's independence 

is impaired" (Emphasis added.) 

The PCAOB Board yet again affirmed that indemnification impaired independence under 

Commission rules and regulations in a report published in 2013. In this report, the Board discusses 

and specifically includes "inclusion of indemnification clauses" as an example of "certain 

independence violations." 16 17 

Respondents attempt to dismiss these reports, referring to them as non-authoritative 

sources, seemingly because the reports cite to the Codification and OCA FAQ, which Respondents 

state are not rules. (Motion at 15-16.) This argument should fail.. 

First, Respondents do not explain how statements from the PCAOB Board, which is the 

entity that adopted the interim rule Respondents are attempting to rely upon, are "non-

16 PCAOB Report on 2007-2010 Inspections of Domestic Firms that Audit 100 or Fewer Public 
Companies, dated February 25, 2013; 
http://pcaob.org/lnspections/Documents/02252013_Release_2013_001.pdf 

17 Additional regulators have also promulgated guidance recognizing that indemnification 
provisions may make external audits unreliable. For instance, the Office of Thrift Supervision, 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the 
National Credit Union Administration, and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency 
collectively issued an advisory noting that limitation of liability provisions (including 
indemnification provisions), may weaken external auditors' objectivity, impartiality, and 
performance. See footnote 4. While the Advisory applies to engagement letters between financial 
institutions and external auditors with respect to financial statement audits, it also notes that based 
on Commission guidance, indemnification provisions in engagement letters are inappropriate 
between auditors and public financial institutions that file reports with the SEC, specifically citing 
the FAQ and Codification. 
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authoritative."
18 

Second, even ifthe reports from the PCAOB are relying upon only the 

Codification and the OCA FAQ, it does not make the PCAOB conclusions wrong. Rather, the 

PCAOB's citation to the Codification and OCA FAQ, shows that the industry understands that 

auditor independence is impaired under the Commission rule when indemnification provisions are 

present. Thus, because the PCAOB repeatedly made clear that pursuant to Commission rules and 

regulations indemnification impaired independence, and because the PCAOB directs that the 

Commission rules and regulations must be followed, the Respondents were on notice that even the 

PCAOB does not claim that ET § 191 permits indemnification in audits of public companies 

registered with the Commission. 

It is also worth noting that the AICP A, which issued the Ruling 94 under ET § 191, upon 

which Respondents rely, and of which Berman was a member of since 1996, requires accountants 

to follow not only Commission rules and regulations, but also published interpretations. ET 

Section 501, Acts Discreditable, provides that a member of the AICP A shall not commit an act 

discreditable to the profession. In 2008, three years prior to Respondents' MSLP Engagement 

Letters, interpretation ET 501.09 501-8 was issued, which makes unequivocal that accountants 

must follow the guidance of regulators, including published interpretations. It provides: 

"Certain governmental bodies, commissions, or other regulatory 
agencies (collectively, regulators) have established requirements 
through laws, regulations, or published interpretations that prohibit 
entities subject to their regulation (regulated entity) from including 

18 Respondents' Motion misstates the SAG Memo: "But the report itself discloses that the basis 
for its characterization of the SEC's position is the FAQs discussed above that were issued by the 
SEC staff and expressly do not represent the Commission rules." (Motion at 16) (emphasis in 
original.) While the SAG Memo does cite to the OCA FAQ, along with the Codification, it does 
not state that these authorities or the SAG Memo statements "do not represent Commission 
rules." 
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certain types of indemnification and limitation of liability provisions 
in agreements for the performance of audit or other attest services 
that are required by such regulators or that provide that the 
existence of such provisions causes a member to be disqualified 
from providing such services to these entities. For example, federal 
banking regulators, state insurance commissions, and the SEC have 
established such requirements. If a member enters into, or directs or 
knowingly permits another individual to enter into, a contract for the 
performance of audit or other attest services that are subject to the 
requirements of these regulators, the member should not include, or 
knowingly permit or direct another individual to include, an 
indemnification or limitation of liability provision that would cause 
the regulated entity or a member to be in violation of such 
requirements or that would cause a member to be disqualified from 
providing such services to the regulated entity. A member who 
enters into, or directs or knowingly permits another individual to 
enter into, such an agreement for the performance of audit or other 
attest services that would cause the regulated entity or a member to 
be in violation of such requirements, or that would cause a member 
to be disqualified from providing such services to the regulated 
entity, would be considered to have committed an act discreditable 
to the profession. 

(Emphasis added.) Thus, Respondents' argument that they were permitted to ignore ''published 

interpretations" prohibiting indemnification is in fact, under the AICPA, an act discreditable to the 

profession. (Id) 

Respondents additionally claim to rely upon AU 310 (Statement of Audit Standard 

("SAS") No. 83), which was issued in 1997, to support their argument that the indemnification 

provisions did not impair their independence. (Motion at 11.) Yet, SAS 83 specifically states, as 

does the PCAOB, that the Commission may have different rules. While AU 310 states that an 

engagement letter may include "[a]ny limitation of or other arrangement regarding the liability of 

the auditor or the client, such as indemnification to the auditor for liability arising from knowing 

misrepresentations to the auditor by management," this provision is immediately qualified by a 
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statement that the Commission "may restrict or prohibit such liability limitation arrangements." 

Therefore, Respondents did not have a basis upon which to choose to follow SAS 83 over 

Commission rules and regulations. 

The industry's understanding of the Commission rule is further highlighted in a 1997 

Journal of Accountancy article, which discusses SAS 83 and specifically warns practitioners that 

legal counsel should be consulted before including an auditor indemnification provision limiting an 

auditor's liability. Gibson, Kim, Kurt Pany, and Steven Smith, "Do We Understand Each Other?" 

Journal of Accountancy (Dec. 31, 1997) (attached Exhibit J.) 

Also, as with ET § 191, AU 310 only specifically mentions "knowing misrepresentations to 

the auditor by management." Accordingly, even if this provision did apply, it would only apply to 

one of the three indemnification provisions. 

d. Berman & Co.' s Own Audit Engagement Forms Informed Him that 
Indemnification would Impair Berman & Co.' s Independence. 

Notably, Respondents fail to address that Berman & Co.'s own Engagement Acceptance 

Forms, which were completed for each audit ofMSLP, specifically informed Berman & Co. that 

the Commission expected accountants to comply with not only the Commission rules, but also the 

''requirements promulgated by the Commission and the staff." (OIP ~ 23) (emphasis added.) In 

fact, the initial Engagement Acceptance Form stated that if Respondents had indemnification 

agreements with the client, they could not continue with the audit. 

For each audit, Berman & Co. filled out an "Engagement Acceptance Form." ~.) The 

2010 Form stated that ifBerman & Co. answered "Yes" to question 11, ''the firm is precluded from 

accepting the engagement." (Id) Question 11 of the 2010 Form stated: "Document consideration 
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of whether the firm is independent of the prospective client by answering the following questions. 

The SEC expects accountants to comply with the independence requirements established by the 

PCAOB, Independence Standards Board, and the accounting profession (the AICPA), as well as 

the requirements promulgated by the Commission and the staff. The general standard of 

independence - set forth in Rule 2-01 - requires both the fact and appearance of independence." 

(Id) Subpart h asked: "Are there any relationships with the client or conflicts of interest that might 

impair independence? Explain "Yes" answers." (Id) Subpart vii, then questioned: 

"Indemnification?" Despite having multiple indemnification provisions in the MSLP Engagement 

Letters, Respondents responded ''No" to this question. (Id) The 2011 Form asked the same 

question (item 7 in the 2011 Form), and again, when asked whether there was indemnification, 

Respondents incorrectly responded ''No." (Id) 

Berman reviewed and approved each of the MSLP Engagement Acceptance Forms. (OIP 

iJ 19) There is no other evidence in the work papers that Berman & Co. considered its 

independence in relation to the indemnification provisions. (Id at 22.) 

e. The "Other Services" Provision was Impermissibly Used as an Indemnification 
Clause. 

The "Other Services Provision" provides: 

This engagement includes only those services specifically described 
in this letter. Reasonable costs and time spent in legal matters or 
proceedings arising from our engagement, such as subpoenas, 
testimony or consultation involving private litigation, arbitration or 
government regulatory inquiries at your request or by subpoena will 
be billed to you separately and you agree to pay the same. 

(OIP iJ 18(a)-(c); Motion Ex. A.) Respondents argue that (1) the provision's plain language belies 

the conclusion that the "Other Services Provision" is an indemnification clause against 
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Respondents' own liability (Motion at 17-19) and (2) the "Other Services Provision" does not -

and cannot-indemnify Berman & Co. for its own negligent acts (Motion at 19-21). 

Even were Respondents correct (which the Commission does not concede) on what the 

Other Services Provision does or does not cover, or even what it could cover in a Florida court of 

law, the facts in this case belie their claim that this provision did not impair Respondents' 

independence. That is because Respondents specifically contacted MSLP and demanded payments 

invoking this provision - which they specifically referred to as an indemnification provision - as 

soon as Berman & Co. received a subpoena from the Commission. (Exhibits. E & F.) Moreover, 

Berman provided testimony to the SEC on April 2, 2014 and April 3, 2014, where he was directly 

questioned about the sufficiency of the MSLP Audits and subsequently sent an invoice to MSLP 

seeking reimbursement for time spent preparing for his testimony, and the testimony itself. (OIP ~ 

23.) While Respondents maintain reimbursement was permitted because it was related to 

testimony and document subpoenas "in the MSLP investigation" (Motion at 21 ), there is 

nonetheless a material factual dispute on this point making summary disposition inappropriate. 

In sum, Respondents are not entitled summary disposition. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated above, Respondents' motion for summary disposition should be 

denied. 

Rule 450(d) Certification: Undersigned counsel certifies that this brief contains 9,787 

words and therefore complies with the limitations set forth in Rule of Practice 450(c). 
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Respectfully Submitted this 10th day of June, 2016. 

Division of Enforcement 
Securities and Exchange Commission 
Denver Regional Office 
1961 Stout Street, Ste. 1700 
Denver, CO 80294 
Phone: (303) 844-1027 
Email: WillliamsML@sec.gov 
Counsel for the Division 
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would be included in that. -

Q. Okay. And is Jeremy Deluca reaping any 
type of personal benefit from increasing those 
sales? 

A. Not that we were aware of. 
Q. Are you aware if Mr. Deluca was receiving a 

bonus based on increase in sales revenues year 
after year? 

A. I don't recall that. I don't know if his 
employment agreement said that or not. 

Q. okay. well, if his employment a9reement 
did say that and revenues were going up in part due 
to increases in revenue to BodyBuilding.com, do you 
a9ree that that would have a personal benefit to 
himself in the form of a bonus? 

A. In this case; yes, I could see that. 
Q. okay. I want to turn to the last page of 

Exhibit 84. 
A. ·(The witness complies.) . 
Q. The box at the bottom of the page, where 

you discuss -- indicate that you discussed the 
matter with John oersh at the SEC and OCA --

A. Yes. 
Q. -- which you mentioned yesterday as well? 
A. Yes. 

. Q. In this process of trying to determine if a 
disclosure was required for the relationship 
between MusclePharm and BodyBuilding.com, when was 
this discussion with Mr. Dersh in that process? 

A. This would have occurred at the time of the 
memo being written, sometime in that. It could 

have been a day before. sometime before the memo 
was provided to us, I did independent research 
before getting information back from them, back 
from MusclePharm. 

Q. You did independent research before hearing 
back from MusclePharm? 

A. Yes. 
Q. And what independent research did you do? 
A. I called the SEC and AICPA. 
Q. okay. And so you talked to the SEC before 

the memo we're looking at, several days before it 
was prepared, before you received it? 

A. on or about the same time. I don't -- I 
would say it would have to be before because I 
needed that information to discuss with the client. 

Q. okay. And what information about the 
relationship did you provide to John Dersh and OCA? 

A. My recollection is exactly what's largely 
contained in this document, the family 
relationship, the sales, the material amount of 
sales, both before and after, Deluca's involvement 
and that there was no special treatment. 

Everything appeared to be arm's length, and 
the company had believed for reasons stated in the 
memo that no required disclosure was necessary. 

Q. And what was -- strike that. 
And this was what you provided to Mr. Dersh 

verbally? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. on the phone? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And did you provide him anything in 

writing? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you send him any e-mails? 
A. No. 
Q. What was his response? 
A. In the box here, it says they said we were 

on the right track, both himself and Arthur Romano 
from the AICPA. He said there that was no exact 
bright line that said you have to or don't have to. 
He said it's facts and circumstances and every case 
could be different. 

Q. okay. So he didn't conclude on whether 
disclosure was required or not? 

A. He said we were on the right track, because 
I did tell him that the company doesn't want to 
provide disclosure. we believe that no disclosure 
is necessary, and it says here he couldn~t provide 
the exact guidance, but he said we're on the right 

track with the analysis. 
Q. Right. He says you're on the right track 

and it depends on the facts and circumstances? 
A. which I told him what the facts were. 
Q. But he didn't conclude on whether 

disclosure was required or not? 
A. correct. 
Q. okay. And this was just one conversation, 

telephone conversation, you had with Mr. oersh? 
A. one, it could have been two, but I would 

say one. occasionally, I would follow up if 
there's -- if there's something else that comes to 
my attention I would have ca 11 ed him back. 

Q. Right. But to your best recollection it 
was just one call? 

A. Yes. 
Q. okay. so tell me about the call then with 

Mr. Romano. was that the same time? 
A. Probably the same day and same conversation. 
Q. You gave Mr. Romano the same facts that you 

gave Mr. oersh that you just told me? 
A. Yes. 
Q. okay. And what was Mr. Romano's response? 
A. The same. You're on the right track. It's 

not a bright line. It's fact specific. And based 

on the fact pattern you're giving us, it sounds 
like you're on the right track. 

He didn't specifically say, yes, I agree to 
disclose or, no, you shouldn't. What he did say 
was you're on the right track with the analysis 
which I guess could be interpreted that if we told 
them, if we communicated to the SEC and the AICPA 
that no disclosure was necessary, then saying 
you're on the right track could be interpreted as 
no disclosure, although I don't specifically say 
that in the memo. . 

Q. okay. But once again, Mr. Romano didn't 
conclude one way or the other, other than saying 
you're on the right track, and it depends on facts 
and circumstances? 
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well, back up a second here. Did you sign the 
engagement letter on the -- as indicated on the last 
page for Berman & company? 

A Yes. 
Q okay. And did you draft this engagement 

letter? 
A Yes. 
Q okay. If you'd turn to Page 7 of 8 of 

this engagement letter. 
A Yes. 
Q okay. Specificall~ Paragraphs 3 and 4. 

Just read those to yourself for a second. 
A okay. 
Q At any point do you recall these two 

paragraphs being removed from Berman & company's 
engagement letters with its audit clients? 

A You asked previously. Miss Frederick I 
think asked previously. 

Q Right. I'm just following up now, having 
seen the language if that refreshes any 
recollection. 

A I'm familiar with the language. I don't 
remember whether or why it was removed. 

Q But do you recall it was removed then? 
A I don't. 

Q okay. At any point did you ever do any 
research on indemnification provisions in engagement 
letters with SEC registrants? 

A Yes. 
Q when did you do such research? 
A I would say probably when I opened the 

firm in 2006. 
Q okay. what research do you recall doing? 
A I reviewed the PCAOB standards, the 

interim standards that adopts the AICPA standards. 
I'm going to go off memory here. I think it's -- I 
want to say it's section 3520. And there's a 
reference to -- I believe it's ET 191. And I know 
there's a paragraph in there, 1 -- I don't know if 
I'm this good, but maybe 188. okay. And it 
references the fact that indemnification clauses in 
engagement letters are specifically allowable and 
they do not impair independence. 

Q okay. And this is -- just to make sure I 
got it right, section 3520, ET 191. Is that a PCAOB 
or AICPA cite? What are you citing there? 

A ET 191 is an AICPA standard that was 
adopted into the PCOB interim standards. 

Q And section 3520, is that a PCAOB 
reference? 

A Yes. 
Q okay. okay in 2006 did you do any other 

research with respect to indemnification provisions? 
A Yes. 
Q what else did you do? 
A The PCAOB standards indicate that if the 

SEC has independence rules that -- or any rules in 
general that are more restrictive, you would follow 
the more restrictive rule. 

Q okay. 
A And so in the codification, I know it's 
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sx 201, the indemnification provision is 
specifically excluded, and it's not referenced in 
that literature, so I don't think that that would be 
a more restrictive rule. so the PCAOB standards 
a~opt the rule that, I guess you could say, is 
final. 

Q okay. I think it was sx 201 you said. 
A I think so. 
Q okay. 
A Maybe it's CFR 17. 
Q okay. 
A I don't want to swear by these numbers, 

but I think so. 
Q Right. okay. In 2006 did you do any 

1 other research regarding indemnification provisions? 
2 A I think that's it. 
3 Q okay. After 2006 did you subsequently 
4 refer to any of these cites that you just gave me on 
5 indemnification provisions? 
6 A Yeah. Yes. 
7 Q okay. when was the next time after 2006? 
8 A In preparation for this testimony. 
9 Q okay. And when was that exactly or as 

10 close to exactly as you can get on when? 
11 A From the time that, I guess, the subpoena 
12 came to us. Between then and today. 
13 Q okay. And which subpoena are you 
14 referring to? 
15 A what was the date? September 8th, maybe. 
16 Q okay. Let me just pull it out. 
17 A I don't remember. It's on one of the 
18 exhibits. 
19 Q we sent several subpoenas, so I'm not sure 
20 which one you're referring to. 
21 A The one where you asked for the engagement 
22 letters. 
23 Q okay. 
24 A Here it is. 
25 Q I believe it's the July 16, 2015, 
0538 
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subpoena. Is that correct? 
A Yeah. correct. 
Q okay. so you believe it was around that 

time that you looked, again, at the rules with 
respect to indemnification provisions? 

A Yes. 
Q okay. At any point did you ever talk to 

anyone at the SEC about indemnification provisions 
in engagement letters? 

A Not that I remember. 
Q oops. sorry. Just handed you what has 

been marked as Exhibit 489 in this investigation. 
It's an e-mail from Larry Meer, dated April 13th, 
2012, to yourself and Mr. Redensky. And attached is 
an engagement letter dated January 1st, 2012. Did 
you sign this engagement letter on behalf of Berman 
& company? 

A Yes. 
Q And did you draft it? 
A Yes. 
Q Has Berman & company sent any invoices to 

MusclePharm after the August 7th, 2014, invoice that 
Page 21 
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Q 
A 

time ago. 

Not stuff. Just about BodyBuilding.com. 
I don't specifically. I mean, it's a long 
I don't remember what we talked about. 

okay. Q 
MR. D'ANGELO: Let's go off the record. 
(Lunch break taken.) 

A F T E R N 0 0 N S E S S I 0 N 
MR. D'ANGELO: Back on the record after 

our lunch break. 
BY MR. D'ANGELO: 

Q During the lunch break there were no 
substantive communications between Mr. Berman and 
the SEC staff; is that correct? 

A Yes. 
Q Just want to revisit somethin~ we talked 

about this morning regarding the indemnification 
agreements and the research you had conducted. 

A Okay. 
Q In addition to the research that you 

testified about this morning, did you call OCA and 
~et any advice from them or opinions from them on 
indemnification provisions? 

A Did I call them? 
Q or e-mail them or communicate with them in 

some way. 
A Not that I recall. 

(SEC Exhibit 504 was marked 
for identification.) 

BY MR. D'ANGELO: 
Q Mr. Berman, I'm handing you what has been 

marked as Exhibit 504. It's a 24-page document. 
Numbers are on the bottom left portion of the page. 
It's titled office of the chief Accountant, 
Application of the commission's Rules on Auditor 
Independence, Frequently Asked Questions. And if 
you look in the upper right-hand corner, there is 
the -- their Web address where this document was 
printed from. 

A Okay. 
Q Have you ever seen this document before? 
A Yes. 
Q when's the first time you saw this -- a 

document -- this document? 
A I don't remember the first time. 
Q okay. Do you believe you looked at this 

document in about 2006 when you did your other 
research with respect to indemnification provisions 
and independence? 

A Yes. 
Q Is there a reason you didn't mention it 

this morning when you listed out your research? 
A You refreshed my memory by showing this to 

me. 
Q Do you recall this document discussing 

indemnification provisions? 
A Yes. There's an FAQ. 
Q okay. If you'll turn to Pa~e 14 of 24. 

Just read it to yourself. It's Question 4. There's 
an issue date of December 13th, 2014. 

A Okay. 
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Q Do you believe you read this FAQ in about 

2006 when you did your other research? 
A Yes. 
Q okay. Did you consider this research in 

drafting or crafting Berman & company's engagement 
letters to SEC registrants? 

A Yes. 

Q And how did you consider it? 
A well, I read the -- I read -- this is just 

guidance. But can I point you back to the first 
page? 

Q sure. 
A The lead in -- pardon me. And I'll read 

this. The answers to these frequently asked 
questions represent the views of the office of the 
chief Accountant. They are not rules, regulations 
or statements of the securities and Exchange 
commission. Further, the commission has neither 
approved or -- nor disapproved them. 

Q okay. 
A so this is not a rule or a regulation. 

The PCOB standards indicate you follow the more 
restrictive rule. And this is a view of the OCA. 
This is not a rule. 

Q okay. Did you consider -- after seeing 
this FAQ, did you consult with anyone with respect 
to this FAQ that we're looking at? 

A That's nine years ago. I couldn't tell 
you. I don't remember. 

Q okay. How about after 2006, have you ever 
consulted with anyone regarding this FAQ that we're 
looking at on Page 14 of 24? 

MR. JAKOBY: other than with counsel? 
BY MR. D'ANGELO: 

Q Other than with counsel, yes. 
A No. Not that I recall. 
Q The question also references financial 

reporting policy -- policies, section 
600-602.02.F.I. Do you see that? 

A Yes. 
Q Did you read that guidance or that policy? 
A I would say back then I must have looked 

at it if I evaluated FAQ No. 4, Question 4. I have 
a very general recollection, but I -- I'm not a 
hundred percent sure, but I believe this section was 
removed from the final independence rules in CFR 
17201, if I'm quoting correctly. I'm not a hundred 
percent sure, but I think that's where you'll find 
it. 

Q 
removed? 

How am I going to find it if it was 
I'm not sure. 

A Yeah, it was removed, so you won't find 
it. 

Q You believe it was in there at one point? 
A I don't know reading this now -- I don't 

know what I knew nine years ago. 
Q okay. 

A But in the final independence rules, 
indemnification is not mentioned. 

Q okay. 
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4 A. I would expect maybe it would have said 
5 something. Then I ~ould have evaluated differently. 
6 Q Okay. Prior to the SEC -- prior to 
7 November 2012 when you received your voluntary 
8 request for documents from the SEC -- so prior to 
9 N9vember of 2012, did you consult with any attorneys 

10 with respect to indemnification provisions in 
11 engagement letters? 
12 A Did I consult with them? 
13 Q consult with them, communicate with them, 
14 ask them about it. 
15 A I don't remember. I don't think so. 
16 Q okay. Anything we've talked about since 
17 lunch refresh any recollection about why Berman & 
18 Company removed the indemnification provisions in 
19 its engagement letters with the SEC registrants? 
20 A You know, my under -- my long 
21 understanding of the rules, sort of what we just 
22 talked about, my only thing is I just maybe decided 
23 to take it out. But it wasn't because anybody 
24 pointed to it. Maybe we changed the way we 
25 customized the engagement letters at that point, and 
0610 
1 it just so happened that came out. But it wouldn't 
2 have been incorrect to leave it in based on the PCOB 
3 standard and the SEC final rule. 
4 Q But you don't recall why it was taken out, 
5 you're speculating? 
6 A speculating. 
7 Q okay. 
8 BY MS. FREDERICK: 
9 Q when you reviewed what we're looking at in 

10 Exhibit 504, Question 4 on Page 14, the last 
11 sentence says, Further, including in engagement 
12 letters a clause that a registrant would release, 
13 indemnify or hold harmless from any liability and 
14 costs resulting from knowing misreRresentations by 
15 management, would also impair the firm's 
16 independence. Do you see that? 
17 A Yes. 
18 Q were you aware that your engagement letter 
19 had such a clause in it when you read this 
20 provision? 
21 A Yes. 
22 Q Did you have concern in keeping that 
23 provision in there when it went against the OCA 
24 guidance? 
25 A No. I mean, OCA you reference as 
0611 
1 guidance, and to me that's all it is is guidance of. 
2 It's not -- as it says on the intro, they're not 
3 rules or regulations or statements of the securities 
4 and Exchange commission, and the commission has 
5 neither approved nor disapproved them. so would I 
6 have considered it? Yes. And if it was part of a 
7 final rule, I believe I would have considered it and 
8 maybe have changed the way, you know, the engagement 
9 letter came out, but not based on the FAQ. 

10 Q If you considered Exhibit 504 to just be 
11 guidance and not binding, why did you bother reading 
12 it? 
13 A Probably would have been whatever I did 
14 nine years ago just in the course of doing research. 
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And I read s~uff. so just reading to read. I don't 
kno~, maybe if I learned something I would have had 
a different answer. 

Q Have you ever made changes to your 
procedures based on OCA guidance? 

A Not that I can I think of off the top of 
my head. 

Q Did you -- after you read what's in 
Exhibit 504 with the OCA guidance, did you consult 
anyone, attorney, SEC, anyone about whether you 
should change your engagement letters? 

A Not that I recall. 
Q okay. 

BY MR. D'ANGELO: 
Q okay. changing topics and talk about 

sponsorship agreements now. 
A okay. 
Q During the 2011 audit, were you aware that 

MusclePharm had sponsorship agreements with various 
sponsors? 

A Yes. 
Q so, for example, were you aware that 

MusclePharm had a sponsorship agreement with zuffa 
Marketing? 

A Yes. 
Q Were you aware of a sponsorship agreement 

with Michael Vick? 
A Yes. 
Q Were you aware of a sponsorship agreement 

with Chad ochocinco? 
A Yes. 
Q okay. During the 2011 audit were you also 

aware that the sponsorship agreements called for 
payments in 2011, but also future payments in 2012 
and 2013 with respect to these multiyear sponsorship 
agreements? 

A Yes. 
Q During the 2011 audit, did you consider if 

these future sponsorship commitments needed to be 
disclosed in MusclePharm's financial statements? 

A Yes. 
Q what did you do to evaluate that? 
A Well, first thing is read the a9reement, 

understand the nature, the terms, everything that's, 
you know, relevant or pertinent in -- in the 
contract. Knowing myself, I -- you know, in the 
course of doing a disclosure checklist, we would 
look there to see if it's something that's relevant 
for disclosure, and going back to the GAAP, which I 
believe is ASC 440, which is commitments. 

Q okay. so during the 2011 audit did you 
read these three agreements? 

A Yes. 
Q okay. And during the 2011 audit did you 

look at and review ASC 440? 
A I believe I did. 
Q And your review of literature, was that 

documented anywhere in the work papers? 
A Documentation may be in the form of a 

disclosure checklist. That's all I can think of 
right now. 
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PCA-CX-1.1: Engagement Acceptance Form 

Company: MusclePharm Corporation 
Completed by: [ 

Balance Sheet Date: December 31, 2010 
Date: [ ] 

Index fWPRefJ 

Instructions: This form should be completed for all potential audit clients. The form is a guide for assessing 
potential clients, but it is not necessarily a complete listing of all factors that might be considered. Specific 
circumstances may require additional considerations. Explain any "Yes" answers, excluding question 1. You 
should be familiar with the matters discussed in section 201 . If questions 7 or 11 are answered "Yes," the firm 
is precluded from accepting the engagement. Information gathered when completing or updating this form 
should be considered when completing PCA-CX-3.1 and PCA-CX-7. 1 . If an audit of internal control is being 
performed, information gathered while completing this form that may indicate a deficiency in internal control 
should be carried forward to PCA-CX-15.1 , "Control Deficiency Evaluation Form," for summarization and 
evaluation. 

Although this form shou ld be prepared before the initial engagement, assessment of these factors continues 
throughout the engagement. At least annually the firm should evaluate whether to continue auditing the client's 
financial statements. This form or the "Engagement Continuance Form" at PCA-CX-1 .2 , can be used to identify 
issues that should be considered when making the continuance decision. If this form is used to assess 
continuance at PCA-AP-1 , refer to the "List of Substantive Changes" included with each annual supplement of 
the Guide to determine whether the form has been revised in the current edition. 

Auditors should be familiar with Chapter 2 before completing this form. 

1. What services does the company desire from our firm? 

a. Audit of financial statements? 

b. Audit of internal control? 

c. Preparation of tax returns? 
(Specify) [ ] 

d. Other? (Specify.) [ 

2. Briefly describe the intended use of the financial statements. 

Financial statements will be filed on Form 10-K. 

3. Does the firm possess the necessary competence and 
capabilities to serve the client, including any specialized industry, 
regulatory, or reporting requirement knowledge? 

4. Does the firm possess the necessary competence regarding 
PCAOB standards, SEC rules and regulations, and the subject 
matter of auditing internal control over financial reporting to serve 
the client? 

5. Is the staffing commitment, including the use of specialists, 
required by the engagement within the capabilities of the firm? 

Yes No N/A Comments 

./ 

./ 

./ 

Yes No N/A Comments 

./ 

./ 

./ 

EXHIBIT GB-2 

I B 
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6. Document the results of communications with the predecessor 
auditor and of reading Form 8-Ks filed related to auditor changes 
(if applicable). 

a. Has the predecessor had disputes with the client about 
accounting principles, proposed adjustments, or other 
significant matters? 

b. Has the predecessor been prevented from applying 
necessary procedures? 

c. Does the predecessor auditor have reason to doubt 
management's integrity? 

d. Have other auditors refused to serve this client? 

e. Are there unpaid fees to the predecessor for services 
rendered? 

f. Are there any fee disputes with the predecessor auditor? 

g. Has management been domineering in dealing with the 
predecessor auditor? 

h. Has management placed unreasonable demands (such as 
unreasonable time constraints on the concerning of the audit) 
on the predecessor auditor? 

i. Has the predecessor had any communications with the client 
concerning fraud, illegal acts, or internal control deficiencies? 

j. Were there any disagreements or other matters reported on 
Form 8-K regarding the change in auditors? 

k. Document the identified reasons for a change in auditors and 
any additional comments based on inquiries of the 
predecessor auditor and on reading Form 8-K: 

Predecessor auditor did not have the experience in 
dealing with complicated equity and debt transactions. 

7. Does it appear that the company's financial reporting system is 
insufficient to provide evidence to support that transactions have 
occurred and that all of the transactions that should be recorded 
are, in fact, recorded? (A "yes" answer precludes the auditor from 
accepting the engagement.) 

8. Are there any concerns about management's integrity, including 
the identity and business reputation of key management, related 
parties, the board of directors and the audit committee, or the 
risks associated with providing professional services, based on: 

a. Contacts or discussions with others, such as: 

i. Bankers? 

ii. Attorneys? 

iii. Credit services, rating agencies, or lenders? 

iv. Others having business relationships with the client? 

PCA-CX-1.1 
(Continued) 

Yes 

./ 

No 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

N/A 

PCA(4/10) 
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b. Reading Form 8-Ks, if applicable, to determine any changes 
in officers or directors, including resignations or declinations 
to stand for reelection. 

9. Are there any concerns about management's integrity that might 
be derived from SEC or other regulatory actions in process or 
settled? 

10. If the firm's policy is to obtain a background investigation on 
potential clients, have the results of the investigation raised any 
concerns about management's integrity? 

11. Document consideration of whether the firm is independent.of the 
prospective client by answering the following questions. The SEC 
expects accountants to c9mply with the independence 
requirements established by the PCAOB, Independence 
Standards Board, and the accounting profession {the AICPA), as 
well as the requirements promulgated by the Commission and its 
staff. The SEC's independence rules are set forth in Rule 2-01 of 
Regulation S-X. Rule 2-01 's general standard of independence 
requires both the fact and the appearance of independence. (See 
section 202 for a discussion on independence, including the 
PCAOB's Ethics and Independence Rules Concerning 
Independence, Tax Services, and Contingent Fees.) 

a. If a continuing client, have the audit partners been rotated off 
the audit engagement team after the required number of 
years {five or seven) and prohibited from rejoining the audit 
team for the required number of years {five or two)? Explain a 
"No" answer. 

b. Have all audit and allowable nonaudit services been {or will 
be) pre-approved by the audit committee? Explain a "No" 
answer. 

c. Has an audit partner received {or is expected to receive) 
compensation for procuring engagements to provide products 
or services to the client other than the audit, review, or 
attestation services? Explain a "Yes" answer. 

d. Does the firm, any covered person, or any covered person's 
immediate family members have a direct or material indirect 
financial interest in the client or in an entity over which the 
client has significant influence? Explain a "Yes" answer. 

e. Does the client have an interest in the audit firm; or has the 
client been engaged to be an underwriter, broker-dealer, 
market maker, promoter, or analyst for the firm's issuance of 
securities? Explain a "Yes" answer. 

f. Have material fees for prior-year audit services or other 
services been collected? Explain a "No" answer. 

g. Do the fees for this client, and its related group, represent a 
significant portion of the firm's total fees? Explain a "Yes" 
answer. 

h. Are there any relationships with the client or conflicts of 
interests that might impair independence? Explain "Yes" 
answers. 

Yes No N/A Comments 

See 
workpaper 
series FF for 
additional 
responses. 

N/A- First 
year audit 

N/A- First 
year audit 

3 
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i. Employment relationships? 

ii. Business relationships? 

iii. Contingent fee or commission arrangements? 

iv. Competing against the client? 

v. Litigation? 

vi. Unpaid fees (including unpaid accounting support fees 
assessed by the PCAOB)? 

vii. Indemnification? 

viii. Other? (Specify.) [ 

i. Have any prohibited nonaudit services been performed for 
this client? Explain a 11Yes" answer. 

12. Are there circumstances that would not permit an adequate audit 
and the expression of an unqualified opinion? (If so, the auditor 
should discuss the possibility of a disclaimer of opinion.) 

13. Has our review of the following, provided information that would 
cause us to regard the engagement as requiring special attention 
or presenting unusual risks or that would cause us not to want to 
be associated with the client? 

a. Latest annual and interim financial statements? 

b. Income tax returns? 

c. Auditor's reports? 

d. SEC filings? 

e. Analysts' reports? 

f. Information from rating agencies? 

g. Press releases? 

h. Reports to other regulatory agencies? 

i. Other auditor communications, if any? 

j. Other? (Specify)[ 

14. Does the engagement fail to meet the firm's standards from an 
economic standpoint. If yes, document your considerations.[ ] 

PCA(4/10) 

Yes No N/A Comments 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

Acceptance: (Some firms require concurrence with the acceptance decision by the managing partner, another 
designated partner, or a policy making committee.) 

We should accept~ or not accept L..l the engagement. 

If issues were identified and the firm has decided to accept the engagement, document how those issues were 
satisfactorily resolved.Li 

[ 1 
Lead Partner 

PCA-CX-1.1 
(Continued) 

[ ] 
Concurring Partner 
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[ ] 
Date 

[ ] 
Date 
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PCA-CX-1.1: Engagement Acceptance and Continuance Form 

Company: MusclePharm Corporation 
Completed by: [ 

Balance Sheet Date: December 31, 2011 
Date: [ ] 

Index [WPRefJ 

Instructions: This form should be used to assess potential audit clients and perform the annual reevaluation of 
existing audit clients. However, this form is not necessarily a complete listing of all factors that might need to be 
considered. Specific circumstances may require additional considerations. Complete this form before the 
engagement begins. Part I applies to all new or recurring engagements and includes general acceptance and 
continuance considerations. Part II includes additional considerations for initial audit engagements. 

Explain any "Yes" answers, excluding question 1. You should be familiar with the matters discussed in section 
201 . Information gathered when completing or updating this form should be considered when completing 
PCA-CX-3.1 and PCA-CX-7.1 . If an audit of internal control is being performed, information gathered while 
completing this form that may indicate a deficiency in internal control should be carried forward to 
PCA-CX-15.1 , "Control Deficiency Evaluation Form," for summarization and evaluation. 

Although this form should be prepared before the initial engagement, assessment of these factors continues 
throughout the engagement. At least annually, the firm should evaluate whether to continue auditing the client's 
financial statements. Auditors should be familiar with Chapter 2 before completing this form. 

The PCAOB Interim Quality Control Standards require firms to establish policies and procedures to provide 
reasonable assurance of minimizing the likelihood of accepting or continuing association with a client whose 
management lacks integrity. However, the Interim QC Standards are less rigorous than the AICPA Quality 
Control Standards {for auditors of nonpublic entities) in several areas, including the acceptance and 
continuance of client relationships and engagements. As a result, the authors recommend that auditors of 
issuers consider implementing the AICPA Quality Control Standards to the extent appropriate. In 2010, the 
AICPA issued Statement on Quality Control Standards {SQCS) No. 8, A Firm's System of Quality Control 
(Redrafted), effective for a firm's system of quality control as of January 1, 2012. The acceptance and 
continuance requirements of SQCS No. 8 have been incorporated as appropriate throughout this form. 

Part I-General Acceptance/Continuance Considerations 

Yes No NIA Comments 

1. What services does the company desire from our firm? 

a. Audit of financial statements? ./ 

b. Audit of internal control? ./ 

c. Preparation of tax returns? 
./ {Specify) [ ] 

• 
• 

d. other? {Specify.) [ ./ 

• 

PCA-CX-1.1 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

• 
• 
• 

2. Briefly describe the intended use of the financial statements. 

To be included in form 10-K filed with the SEC 

3. Has management refused (or are there indications that 
management will refuse} or be unable to do the following: 

a. Accept responsibility for the financial statements or for the 
design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control 
over the financial statements? 

b. Provide us with unrestricted access to all information relevant 
to the preparation and fair presentation of the financial 
statements, any additional information we may request for the 
audit, and persons within the company from whom we 
determine we need to obtain audit evidence? 

4. Do firm personnel lack (or will they be unable to obtain} the 
necessary competence and capabilities to serve the client, 
including the ability to comply with any specialized industry, legal, 
regulatory, or reporting requirements? 

·s. Does firm lack the necessary competence regarding PCAOB 
standards, SEC rules and regulations, and the subject matter of 
auditing internal control over financial reporting to serve the 
client? 

6. Is the staffing commitment, including the use of specialists, 
required by the engagement beyond the capabilities of the firm? 

PCA-CX-1.1 
(Continued) 
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Yes No N/A Comments 
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7. Document consideration of whether the firm is independent of the 
prospective client by answering the following questions. The SEC 
expects accountants to comply with the independence 
requirements established by the PCAOB, Independence 
Standards Board, and the accounting profession (the AICPA}, as 
well as the requirements promulgated by the Commission and its 
staff. The SEC's independence rules are set forth in Rule 2-01 of 
Regulation S-X. Rule 2-01 's general standard of independence 
requires both the fact and the appearance of independence. (See 
section 202 for a discussion on independence, including the 
PCAOB's Ethics and Independence Rules Concerning 
Independence, Tax Services, and Contingent Fees.) 

a. If a continuing client, has the firm failed to rotate the audit 
partners off the audit engagement team after the required 
number of years (five or seven) and prohibited them from 
rejoining the audit team for the required number of years (five 
or two)? 

• 
• 
• 

b. Has the firm failed to have all audit and allowable nonaudit 
services pre-approved by the audit committee? 

• 
0 

0 

0 

0 

• 
c. Has an audit partner received (or is expected to receive) 

compensation for procuring engagements to provide products 
or services to the client other than the audit, review, or 
attestation services? 

• 
d. Does the firm, any covered person, or any covered person's 

immediate family members have a direct or material indirect 
financial interest in the client or in an entity over which the 
client has significant influence? 

• 
• 

0 

0 

Yes No 

./ 

./ 

./ 

N/A 

3 

Comments 
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0 

0 

• 
• 

e. Does the client have an interest in the audit firm; or has the 
client been engaged to be an underwriter, broker-dealer, 
market maker, promoter, or analyst for the firm's issuance of 
securities? 

• 
f. Are there material uncollected fees for prior-year audit 

services or other services? 

• 
g. Do the fees for this client, and its related group, represent a 

significant portion of the firm's total fees? 

• 
h. Are there any relationships with the client or conflicts of 

interests that might impair independence? 

i. Employment relationships? 

ii. Business relationships? 

iii. Contingent fee or commission arrangements? 

iv. Competing against the client? 

v. Litigation? 

vi. Unpaid fees (including unpaid accounting support fees 
assessed by the PCAOB)? 

vii. Indemnification? 

viii. Other? (Specify.) [ 

• 
• 
• 

i. Have any prohibited nonaudit services been performed for 
this client? 

• 
0 

0 

PCA-CX-1.1 
(Continued) 
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Yes No N/A Comments 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

• 
• 
• 

j. Have procedures performed as part of the firm's quality 
control monitoring system indicated that there may be 
violations of firm independence policies? 

• 
• 

8. Does it appear that the company's financial reporting system 
(including internal control) is insufficient to provide evidence to 
support that transactions have occurred and that all of the 
transactions that should be recorded are, in fact, recorded? 

9. Are there any concerns about management's integrity, including 
the identity and business reputation of key management, related 
parties, the board of directors and the audit committee, or the 
risks associated with providing professional services? (If you 
conclude that the client lacks integrity, the firm should not be 
engaged to perform the audit.) 

• 
0 

0 

• 

• 
• 

• 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

5 
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• 
• 

10. Are you aware of any actual instances of fraud or illegal acts, or 
any allegations of fraud? 

11. Are there circumstances that would not permit an adequate' audit 
and the expression of an unqualified opinion? (If so, the auditor 
should discuss the possibility of a disclaimer of opinion.) 

• 
12. Has our review of the following or our previous experience with 

the client provided information that would cause us to regard the 
engagement as requiring special attention, presenting unusual 
risks, or causing us not to want to be associated with the client? 

a. Latest annual and interim financial statements? 

b. Income tax returns? 

c. Auditor's reports? 

d. SEC filings? 

e. Analysts' reports? 

f. Information from rating agencies? 

g. Press releases? 

h. Reports to other regulatory agencies? 

i. Other auditor communications, if any? 

j . Other? (Specify)[ 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

13. Does the engagement fail to meet the firm's standards from an 
economic standpoint? 

• 
• 
• 

PCA-CX-1.1 
(Continued) 

Yes No 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 
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Yes No N/A Comments 

• 
• 

The Company 
has had a 
drastic 
increase in 
sales from 
prior year but 
still has 
financial 
issues that 
could affect its 

14. Is there anything else about the client or the engagement that 
ability to 
continue as a 

causes us to be uncomfortable about being associated with this going 
client or the related engagement? ./ -- -- -- concern. 

• 
0 

0 

0 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Acceptance or Continuance: (Some firms require concurrence with the acceptance decision by the managing 
partner, another designated partner, or a policy making committee.) 

We should accept/continue ~ not accept/continue r the engagement. 

If issues were identified and the firm has decided to accept or continue the engagement, document how the 
issues were resolved. Ll 

Elliot Berman 
Lead Partner 
1211212011 
Date 

[ 1 
Concurring Partner 
[ 1 
Date 

Part II-Additional Acceptance Considerations for Initial Audit Engagements - NA C2"d yr audit) 

1. Document the results of communications with the predecessor auditor 
and of reading Forms 8-K filed related to auditor changes. 

a. Has the predecessor had disputes with the client about accounting 
principles, proposed adjustments, or other significant matters? 

b. Has the predecessor been prevented from applying necessary 
procedures? 

Yes No N/A Comments 

PCA-CX-1.1 
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c. Does the predecessor auditor have reason to doubt management's 
integrity? 

d. Have other auditors refused to serve this client? 

e. Are there unpaid fees or fee disputes with the predecessor for 
services rendered? 

f. Has management been domineering in dealing with the 
predecessor auditor? 

g. Has management placed unreasonable demands (such as 
unreasonable time constraints on the completion of the audit) on 
the predecessor auditor? 

h. Has the predecessor had any communications with the client 
concerning fraud, illegal acts, or internal control deficiencies? 

i. Were there any disagreements or other matters reported on Form 
8-K regarding the change in auditors? 

j. Document the identified reasons for a change in auditors based on 
inquiries of the predecessor auditor and on reading Form 8-K: 
[ 1 

• 
• 

2. Have contacts with bankers, attorneys, credit services, rating agencies, 
or others having business relationships with the client; reviews of 
Forms 8-K regarding changes in officers and directors; or SEC or other 
regulatory actions in process or settled raised any concerns about 
management's integrity or other concerns about the client? (If you 
conclude that the client lacks integrity, the Firm should not accept the 
engagement.) 

3. If the firm 1s policy is to obtain a background investigation on potential 
clients, have the results of the investigation raised any concerns about 
management's integrity? 

• 

PCA-CX-1.1 
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I BERMAN &COMPANY. P.A. 
Certified Public Accountants and Consultants 

January 31 , 2011 

MusclcPharm Corporation and Subsidiary 
4721 Ironton Street 
Denver, Colorado 80239 

Dear Audit Committee: 

We have been engaged to audit the consolidated financial statements ofMusclePharm Corporation 
and Subsidiary for the year ended December 31, 2010 and the related statements of operations, 
stockholders' deficit and cash flows for the year then ended. 

The Public Company Accounting Oversight Board ("PCAOB" or "Board") adopted an ethics and 
independence rule, Rule 3526, Communication with Audit Committees Conceming Independence, 
requires that we disclose to you in writing at least annually all relationships between our Firm and 
the Company that, in our professional judgment, may reasonably be thought to bear on our 
independence. We have prepared the following comments to facilitate our discussion with you 
regarding independence matters. 

We are not aware of any relationships between our Firm and the Company that, in our professional 
judgment, may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, which have occurred during the 
year ended December 31, 20 l 0 and through the date of this letter. 

We hereby confirm that as of the date of this letter we are independent accountants with respect to 
the Company, within the meaning of the Securities Acts administered by the United States Securities 
and Exchange Commission, PCAOB (we arc in compliance with Rule 3520) and the requirements of 
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. 

This report is intended solely for the use of the Audit Committee, Board of Directors, management, 
and others within the Company and should not be used for any other purposes. 

We look forward to ct'iscussing with you the matters addressed in this letter as well as other matters 
that may be of interest to you. W c will be prepared to ansvver any questions you may have regarding 
our independence as well as other matters. 

Very truly yours, 

&,,,; ·~ / f. A. 
Berman & Company, P.A. 
Certified Public Accountants 

551 NW 77th Street Suirc201 •Boca Raton, FL 33487 
Phone: (561) 864-4444 •Fax: (561) 892-J7J5 
www.bcrmanc:l'_as.com • info@bermancpas.com 

R~gi.~ta~d with the PCAOB • Member AICPA Center for Audie Qualic;y 
M~mb~r American ln.~titucc of Certified PubUc Accounto.nl~ 

Mt!mber Florida ln.s1i1uct of Cmified Public Accounranlj 

EXHIBIT 



I BERMAN &COMPANY. P.A. 
Certified Public Accountants and Consultants 

February 13, 2012 

The Board of Directors of: 
MusclePharm Corporation 
C/O Mr. Brad Pyatt, Chairman of the Board of Directors 
4721 Ironton Street 
Denver, Colorado 90839 

Dear Board of Directors: 

We have been engaged to audit the consolidated financial statements ofMusclePharm Corporation 
for the year ended December 31, 2011 and the related consolidated statements of operations, 
stockholders' deficit and cash flows for the year then ended. 

The Public Company Accounting Oversight Board ("PCAOB" or "Board") adopted an ethics and 
independence rule, Rule 3 526, Communication with Audit Committees Concerning Independence, 
requires that we disclose to you in writing at least annually all relationships between our Finn and 
the Company that, in our professional judgment, may reasonably be thought to bear on our 
independence. We have prepared the following comments to facilitate our discussion with you 
regarding independence matters. 

We are not aware of any relationships between our Finn and the Company that, in our professional 
judgment, may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, which have occurred during the 
year ended December 31, 2011 and through the date of this letter. 

We hereby confinn that as of the date of this letter we are independent accountants with respect to 
the Company, within the meaning of the Securities Acts administered by the United States Securities 
and Exchange Commission, PCAOB (we are in compliance with Rule 3520) and the requirements of 
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. 

This report is intended solely for the use of the Audit Committee, Board of Directors, management, 
and others within the Company and should not be used for any other purposes. 

We look forward to discussing with you the matters addressed in this letter as well as other matters 
that may be of interest to you. We will be prepared to answer any questions you may have regarding 
our independence as well as other matters. 

Very truly yours; 

A·~/U. 
Berman & Company, P.A. 
Certified Public Accountattil NW 17th Street Suire 201 • Boca Raton, FL 33487 

. . , Phone: (561) 864-4444 • Fax: (561} 89z .. 3715 
· www.berman~as.com • info@bermancpas.com 

Registaed wida the PCAOB • Member AICPA Center for Audit Qualiry 
· Member American lruriiure of Certi_kd Public Accountant.'i 

· Mmiba FlaMa Institute o/'Cerriffed Public Accounrmu.s 



Berman & Company, P.A. 
7700 Congress Avenue, Suite 3208 
Boca Roton. FL 33"487-
i el: (561) 864-4444 Fox: (56 1) 892-3715 

eberman@bermoncpos.com 
www.bermoncpas.com 

Mr. Brad J Pyatt 
MusclePhorm Corporation - SEC Investigation 
4721 Ironton Street. Building A 
Denver, CO 80239 

Invoice 

Invoice Dote: Dec 5. 2012 

Invoice Num: 2309 

MusclePharm Corporation - SEC Investigation (MvsclePhorm Corporaiion - SEC lnvesligolion:) - Managed by (Berman. 
Elliot) 

Serv!ces· 
Descdptlon 
In connection with on lnqvlry from the Denver office ol the U.S. Securities ond $6.000.00 
Exclionge Commission (Division of Eni6~9~iir~l,)J) ,.;:\ • i:f.t· · ., -: -:1;:-1., 

Al!lQ.ll.!l1 
$6,000.00 

·~~ tr' =:: J; sbbiotot - :.:;:-s'l;'Ooo.oo 
h .. ~·,·1, ~ ... ~~;,~; :r~:~· ·;::; t~'t" 
. t..... .. • " I 1 l IR i,.~· ... " 
.:?~ .~ ;/•t 1, £. t'' , .Amount Due This Invoice: ._I ---"$-'6._oo_o_.oo_ 

$6,000.00 

This Invoice is d ue upon receipt 

Account Summary ---,----------------
Services STD Expenses STD Last Inv Num Loll Inv Dale Lost Inv Amt Lost Pay Amt 

$ 6.000.00 $0.00 $ 0.00 $0.00 

Total Amount Oue Including This Invoice: 56,000.00 

EXHIBIT 

I D 
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Message 

From: Jakoby, Arthur [ajakoby@herrick.com] 

Sent: 8/8/2013 2:25:04 AM 

To : Elliot Berman [eberman@bermancpas.com]; Br<id Pyatt [brad.pyatt@muscleph<Jrm.com ]; Shea, Daniel F. 

[dan.shea@hoganlovclls.com] 

Subject : RE: In the matter of M usclepharm 

Attachm ents: imageOOl.jpg; imagcOOl. jpg 

Mr. Pyatt, 

ln accordance with Musclepharm's retainer agreement with Berman & Company and your 
conversation with Mr. Berman. below please find my firm 's wire instructions. 

Bank: 

ABAll: 

Acct Name: 

Citibank, N.A. 

666 Fifth Avenue, Fifth Floor 

New York, NY 10103 

021000089 

Herrick, Feinstein LLP 

Thank you. Arthur 

1r1ft11, G. Jakoby, Esq. 
l'm1ntr 
Herrick. l'cin>tcin. f .I.P 
'! P:lrk Avenue 
:-l~·w Y<>rk. New York 10016 

Ta i: 212·592·1 438 

F;ax: 212-5 45-3 340 

o ·m 01it: 11joi kob~herrlck.com 

\\'Vl \\'. l1crrick.ron1 

Acct#: 

From: Elliot Berman [mailto:eberman@bermancpas.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, August 06, 2013 1:54 PM 
To: 'Brad Pyatt' ; 'Shea, Daniel F.'; Jakoby, Arthur 

Subject: In the matter of Musclepharm 

 

BE~MAN & CQMPA~Y, P.A. 
Cerli11ed Public Acco11nront.s and Consultants 

Conficienual Trea1ment Requesled under FOIA by Hogan Lovells US LLP on Behalf of MusclePhanTI Corporal1on 

EXHIBIT 

GOVERNMENT 

SIP EXHIBIT 

d~ " 502 i'ia -
I D-03309 

'V1 PSEC01263854 



Brad, please meet my legal counsel Arthur Jakoby of Herrick Feinstein. Arthur will be assisting in all MSLP related 

matters. 

As we discussed yesterday, MSLP will be covering all legal expenses of Berman~ Company, P.A. pursuant to our 

engagment letter from the 2011 year end audit. 

At this time, ki'ndly forward a retainer of $10,000 to Arthur's firm. Arthur will provide you the necessary wire 

instructians in a future email. Arthur has confirmed that any unused portion will be refunded to MSLP. 

If there are any questions specifically pertaining to this matter, kindly coordinate through Arthur. 

I appreciate your assistance in this matter. Thanks very much. 

Elliot Berman, CPA 

Managing Director 

Berman & Company, P.A. 

551 NW 77th Street, Suite 201 

Boca Raton, Florida 33487 

Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

Fax 

561-864-4444ext11 

 

561-892-3715 

Web: www.bermancpas.com 

The information in this message may be privileged, intended only for the use of the named recipient. If you 
received this communication in error, please immediately notify us by return e-mail and de1ete the original and 
any copies. To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we infonn you that any tax advice 
contained in this communication (and its attachments), unless expressly stat.ed otherwise, was not intended or 
written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding tax-related penalties under the Internal 
Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any tax·related matter(s) 
addressed herein. 

Confidential Treatment Requested under FOIA by Hogan Lovells US LLP on Behalf of MusclePharm Corporation MPSEC01263855 



Message 

From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DONALD W PROSSER [dpro-cpa @msn.com] 

10/7 /2013 8:58:08 PM 

Jim Greenwell [/O=DATRIAINT/OU=FI RST ADM INISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JGREENWELLI 

FW: Berman & Co. I Musclepharm - engagement letter 

From: dan.shea@hoganlovells.com 

~~-~~F9·E~a-@-FASA,,.E9fl'l1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

CC: david.demarco@hoganlovells.com 

Subject: Fw: Berman & Co. I M usclepharm - engagement letter 

Date: Mon, 7 Oct 2013 17:03:35 +0000 

Fyi 

From : Jakoby, Arthur [mailto:ajakoby@herrick.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 10:20 AM Mountain Standard Time 
To: Shea, Daniel F. 
Subject: Berman & Co. / Musclepharm - engagement letter 

Dan, 

EXHIBIT 

f 

Attached is a copy of the engagement letter you ask for this morning. The operative language can be found at 
the bottom of page 6. I have pasted it below: 

This engagement includes only those scrvic<;s ~peci.ficaUy <le.scribed in this leuer. Reasonable 
costs arid time sp.ent in leg~! matters Ot' .Pfoccedfngs ttrising front Ollt" erigngcm-Cntt 1;uch AS 
subpoenas, testimony or c-0nsultation. invo'!ving private 1.iligatiou. arbitration or governrncot 
regulatory inquiries at your rcque..~t or by subpo-0na will be bilkd to you sepnratdy nnd you ugrec. 
to pay t'he same. 

As we explained Friday, responding to the SEC subpoena has already required Berman & Co. , partners to 
spend dozens of hours culling through documents and, at this point, they have barely scratched the surface of 
document review at this time. 

The retainer agreement clearly requires Musclepharm to pay for the time incurred by Berman & Co. to respond 
to the SEC subpoena and related items sL1ch as these document requests. Furthermore, although 
Musclepharm has paid $10,000 toward Berman & Co.'s legal fees, that is unlikely to cover all of the fees 
incurred in producing the documents, dealing with the SEC and your office in connection with this 
matter. Insofar as the document production is concerned -- other than my dealing with the issues raised by 
Brad's threat and this indemnification issue -- neither I nor any lawyer at my firm will be reviewing the 
documents (only if Mr. Berman needs to discuss documents with us insofar as relevance or any particular 
issue). My e-discovery team (who have low hourly rates) have been working for two weeks with Mr. Berman 

Confidenlial Treatment Requested under FOIA by Hogan Lovells US LLP on Behalf of MusclePharm Corporallon MPSEC01261786 



and have helped him search for relevant documents and through relevancy techniques, reduced the number of 
documents he will need to review. Although at this point we cannot predict the amount of our total fees 
(Herrick Feinstein not Berman) it may total as much as $15,000 (i.e., slightly more than the $10,000 retainer 
already paid). You should know that the document production is going to be very significant. 

We believe that the language from the engagement letter above is crystal clear but we are going to need an 
affirmation of Musclepharm's contractual obligation to pay for both Berman & Co.'s time and my firm's 
time. This includes not just a current obligation in connection with the pending SEC subpoena but also in the 
event that one or more representative of Berman & Co. is subpoenaed for testimony, which we are anticipating 
a likely occurrence. As you know, the cost of preparing my client for testimony, conferring with you about 
issues, and then attending the testimony is going to be expensive. 

Finally, as you and I discussed a long time ago, it is imprudent for Musclepharm's employees to call Mr. 
Berman to discuss this matter or our production. And, as discussed this morning, Musclepharm is not 
authorized - and was not authorized -- to make any representations about what Berman & Co., is doing or 
may do viswa-vis the SEC inquiry. The representation concerning Berman & Co. in Musclepharm's SK filed 
earlier this week was unauthorized. Additionally, the tone of the disclosure implies that the SEC is 
investigating Berman & Company, and while we have cooperated in document production, this public 
disclosure could reflects negatively on my client as readers may improperly assume 1 at this time, that Berman 
is actually under a formal order of investigation. In the future please seel< our permission before referring to 
Berman & Co. in any public filing, even if the terms used are "our auditor'' or any variation thereof that would 
give the connotation that Berman is the audit firm. 

Dan, we are looking to cooperate with Musclepharm but you can certainly appreciate our concerns in light of 
our recent dealings. 

Please have your client agree to our request herein in writing and Berman will supply the workpaper you 
requested. Please note that at this time, Berman anticipates between 100-125 hours for document production, 
this could change to be more or less as time goes on while assembling documents for production. The 
partners at Berman currently bill at $375/hour, however! they have agreed to honor the old engagement letter 
at $350/hr. My client is requesting a payment for 100 hours@ $350/hr, which is $35,000, with such payment 
to be made by wire this week, at that time, any workpaper requests can and will be addressed promptly. My 
client has also agreed to make themselves available to answer any related questions. In the event not all time 
is used, the amount will be refunded. 

Thanks, Arthur 

---------~-~~~H,£;~~-.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
Partner 
Hcrriok, Fein.stein. LLP 
2 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10016 

Tel: 212-592·1438 

Fax: 212-545-3340 
e-mall: alakobv@herrick.com 

The information in this message may be privileged, intended only for the use of the named recipient. If you received this 
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communication in error, please immediately notify us by return e-mail and delete the original and any copies. To ensure 

compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that any tax advice contained in this communication 

(and its attachments), unless expressly stated otherwise, was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, 

for the purpose of (i) avoiding tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or 

recommending to another party any tax-relat~d matter(s) addressed herein. 

About Hogan Lovells 
Hogan Lovells is an international legal practice that includes Hogan Lovells US LLP and Hogan Lovells International LLP. For more information, see 
www.hoganlovells.com. 

CONFIDENTIALITY. This email and any attachments are confidential, except where the email states it can be disclosed; it may also be prMleged. If 
received in error, please do not disclose the contents to anyone, but notify the sender by return email and delete this email (and any attachments) from 

Confidential Treatment Requested under FOIA by Hogan Lovells US LLP on Behalf of MusclePharm Corporation MPSEC01261788 



Berman & Company, P.A. 
7700 Congress Avenue. Surte 3200 
Boca Roton. FL 33487-
Tel: (56 l) 864-4444Fax: (56 It 892-37 15 
ebermon@be<mancpos.c om 
www.bermancpos.com 

Invoice Submitted To: 

Mr. Brod J Pyatt 
MusclePhorm Corporation - SEC Investigation 
4721 Ironton Street, Building A 
Denv er, CO 80239 

Invoice 
lnvotce Dote: Oct 22. 2013 

Invoic e Num: 2454 

Bllllng Through: Oct 2L 2013 

In Reference To: MusclePhorm Corporation. SEC Investigation fMusclePhorm Corporation - SEC lnves1igction:) 

~(QfiHIQD!.'.ll Si!Yl!:iS' 

8/12/20 13 Berman, Elliot SEC lnvestigolion 

8/14/2013 Berman. Elllot SEC Investigation 

6/1 5/20 13 Redensky, Felix SEC lnvestigollon 

8/15/2013 Berman, Elllot SEC Investigation 

8/16/2013 Berman. EUiot SEC lnvest19gtlpn 

9/24/ 2013 Redensky, Felix SEC lnvestlgotlt;1p . 
SEC lnvestfgqti6n 9/30/2013 Redensky, Felix 
SEC lnves~lgatlon 9/30/2013 Sermon, Elllot ...... 

10/ 1/2013 Redensky, Felix SEC Investigation 

10/1/2013 Berman. Elliot SEC Investigation 

10/2/201 J Redensky, Felix SEC Jnvesliga fion 

10/2/201 3 Berman, Elliot SEC lnvesflgol ion 

10/ 3/2013 Berman. Bliot SEC tnvesligalion 

10/ 4/ 201 3 Redensky. Felix SEC lnvesllga flon 

10/ 4/2013 Berman. Elliot SEC lnvesllgallon 

10/7/2013 Redensky. Felix SEC Jnvesllgolion 

10/7/20 13 Berman. Elliot SEC Investigation 

10/8/2013 Redensky, Felix SEC Investigation 

10/8/2013 Sermon, Elliol .SEC lnvesfigo lion . 

10/9/2013 Redensky, Ferix SEC Investigation 

10/9/2013 Sermon, Elliot SEC Investigation 

10/10/2013 Redensk.y, Felix SEC Investigation 

10/10/ 20 13 Berman. Elnol SEC Investigation 

10/11 /2013 Redensky, Felix SEC lnvesllgallon 

10/1 1/2013 Sermon. EIRo l SEC Investigation 

10/1 4/2013 Berman. E!Uo l SEC lnvestigalfon 

10/15/ 2013 Berman, Ellio t SEC Investigation 

19/16/2013 Berman, Ellio t SEC Investigation 

10/17/2013 Redensky, Felix SEC tnvesligo tion 

10 /1 7/2013 Berman, Enlot SEC Investigation 

10/ 18/2013 Redensky. Felix SEC tnvesllgollon 

. 10/18/2013 Berman. Elliot SEC tnves11galion 

10/21/2013 Berman. Elliot SEC tnvestigofion 

FOIA Confidential Treatment Request 

liwLu ~ 
4.00 $350.00 
5.00 $350.00 
1.00 $350.00 
3.00 $350.00 

., ""'p}k' . :~n' . .. 5.00 $350.00 
,j ~;:. iji.; ".:.1:: 7.00 $350.00 
I ~!:~· 

!: t l;i. ";!;!~i-2 00 if:\· $350.00 
.. ~ .. ,,fyj.· ., ... li 

• '•11 ., ·' • 

1? ·,: ' 300 $350.00 ······ .~!i. 2:00 
!·" -~, -~ . $350.00 

1.00 $350.00 
2.00 $350.00 
5.00 $350.00 

5.00 $350.00 
6.50 $350.00 
3.00 $350.00 
8.00 $350.00 
4.00 $350.00 
8.00 $350.00 
H lO · $350.00 

10.00 $350.00 
4.00 $350.00 
5.00 $350.00 
4.00 $350.00 
0.50 $350.00 
4.00 $350.00 
3.00 $350.00 
5.00 $350.00 

3.00 $350.00 
3.75 $350.00 
2.00 $350.00 
7.75 $3.50.00 
1.00 $350.00 
3.00 $350.00 

for ,rofeulonal Services Renderect 13.4.50 

Moln Service Tax: 

Retainer Applied: 

Tofol Amount Of This Bllt 

EXHIBIT 

G 

A.mmmt 
$1,400.00 
$1.750.00 

$350.00 
$1 .050.00 
$1.750.00 
$2.~50.00 

$700.00 
$1 ,050.00 

$700.00 
$350.00 
$700.00 

$1 .750.00 

$1.750.00 
$2.275.00 
$1.050.00 
$2.800.00 
$1.400.00 
$2.800.00 
$1.-400.00 
$3.500.00 
$1.400.00 
$1.750.00 
$1 ,400.00 

$175.00 
$1.400.00 
$1,050.00 
$1 ,750.00 
$1 ,050.00 
$1 .312.50 

$700.00 
.$2.712.50 

$350.00 
$ 1.050.00 

~7.075.00 

($47,075.00) 

so.oo 

Page l of 2 
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Berman & Company, P.A. 
7700 Congress Avenue, Suite 3208 

Soca Roton, FL 33487-
Tel: (561) 864-4444 Fox: (561) 892-3715 
ebem10n@bermancpas.com 
www.bermoncpm.com 

Invoice Submitted To: 

Mr. Brad J Pyatt 
MusclePhorm Corporation • SEC Investigation 
-4721 Ironton Street, 8ullding A 
Denver, CO 80239 

Invoice 
Invoice Date: Oct 22, 2013 

Invoice Num: 2454 

llWng Through: Oc.t 2 l 2013 

In Reference To: MusclePharm Corporaffon- SEC Investigation (MusclePhorm Cotporoffon ·SEC Investigation:} 

Profftsslongl Smylces· 
~ 

Previous lalanc:e: 

llolance Due: 

FOIA Confidential Treatment Request 

Ammml 
$0.00 

$0.00 

This invoice is clue upon receipt 

Pago2of2 
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5093 

TEN DOLLARS . 

EXHIBIT 

. COMMER.CiE,ClLEARil:NG~B@U~E.~INC°' . ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ......................... ~ ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,'<'-.................... ,,,,,,-.,:;:...'~'''''''''' ............................................ ~ H 
P USL I SHE:RS. of TOPICAL.. t-AW RG:~OW T S 

4025 W . PETE RSON AVE., CHICAGO, ILLINO!S 60646 



Release No. 22 3035 

If any significant change in accounting 
principle or practice, or any significant 
retroactive adjustment of the accounts of 
prior yeaIS, has been made at the beginning 
of or during any period covered by the profit 
and loss statements filed,, a statement 
thereof shall be given in a note to the 

appropriate statement. and if the change or 
adjustment substantially affects proper 
comparison with the preceding fiscal period, 
the necessary explanation. 

The foregoing action shall be effective 
March 

1
1, 1941. 

(113023] RELEASE NO. 22 

March 14, 1941, 11 F .R. 10922; SecuritJ~ Act &lease No. 2498, Exchange Act Release 
. No.2820. 

Independence of Accountants-Indemnification by Registrant. 

The Securities and Exchange Commission 
today made public an opinion in its Accouilt
ing Series Releases regarding the in
dependence of certifying accountants who 
have been indemnified~ by the company 
whose statements axe certified .. against all 
losses, claims and damages. arising out of 
such certification other than as a result of 
their willful misstatements or omissions. 
The opinion, prepared by William W. 
Werntz, Chief Accountant, follows: 

"Inquiry has been made as to whether an 
accountant who certifies financial 
statements included in a registration 
statement or annual report filed with the 
Commission under the Securities Act of 
1933 or the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 
may be considered to be independent if he 
has entered into an indemnity agreement 
with the registrant. In the particular 
illustration cited. the board of directors of 
the registrant formally approved the filing 
of a . registration statement with the Com
mission and agreed to indemnify and save 
harmless each and every accountant who 
certified any part of such statement, 'from 
any and all losses, claims, damages or 
liabilities arising out of such act or acts to 
which they or any of them may become 
subject under the Securities Act of 1933, as 
amended, or at ccommon law,' other than for 
their.u.illful misstatements or omissions.' 

'"fhe Securities Act of 1933 requires 
statements to be certified by independent 
accountants and the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934 gives the Commission power to 
require that the certifying accountants be 
independent. The requirement of 
independence is incorporated in the set~era! 
forms promulgated by the Commission and 
is partiallv defined in Rule. 2-0l(b) of 
R~aulation "S-X which readS: 'The Commis
sion "t\ill not recognize any certified public 
accountant or public accountant as 
independent who is not in fact independent. 

SEC Accounting Rules 

An accountant will not be considered , 
independent with respect to any person in 
whom he has any substantial interest, direct 
or indirect, or with whom he is, or was 
during the period of report, connected as a 
promoter, underwriter. y_oting trustee, 
director, officer or employee.1 

"This concept of independence has also 
been interpreted in Accounting Series 
Release No. 2 2 and in several stop-order 
opinion$. In the matter of Cornucopia Gold 
Mines, 1 S.E.C. 364 (1936), the Commission 
held that the certification of a balance sheet 
prepared by an employee of the certifying 
accountants, who was also serving as the 
unsalaried but principal financial and 
accounting Qfficer of the registran~ and who 
was a shareholder of the registrant. was not 
a certification by an independent 
accountant. In the matter of Rickard 
Ramore Gold Mmes, Ltd., 2 S.E.C. 377 
(193n an accountant was held to be not 
independent by reason of the fact that he 
was an employee or partner of another 
accountant who owned a large block of stock 
issued to him by the registrant for services 
in connection with its organization. In the 
matter of American Terminals and Transit 
Company, 1 S.E.C. 701 (1936), conscious 
falsification of the facts by the certifying 
accountant was held to rebut the presump
tion of independence arising from an 
absence of direct interest or employment. In 
the matter of Metropo/Itan Personal Loan 
Company, 2 S.E.C. 803 (1937), it was held 
that accountants who completely 
subordinate their judgment to the desires of 
the client are not independent. In the 
matter of .4.. Hollander & Son, Inc .• 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Release 
No. 2777 (1941) [8 S.E.C. 586, '41-'44 CCH 
FEDERAL SECURITIES LAW REPORTS 
'!i i5.129], the Commission held that an 
accountant could not be considered 
independeut \vhen the combined holdings of 

AS-22 fi 3023 



3036 Accounting Series Releases 

himself. one of his partners. and their wives 
in the stock of the registrant had a 
substantial aggregate market value and con
stituted over a ,period of 4 years from l~ 
percent to 9 percent of the combined 
personal fortunes of these persons. It was 
also held to be evidence of lack of 
independenc~ with respect to the registrant, 
that the accountant had rnad'e loans to1 and 

- received loans from, the registrant's officers 
and directors. In the same case. the evidence 
showed that registrant's president,, over a 
period of y~. had used the accountant's 
name as a false caption far an account on 
books of an affiliate not audited by such 
accountant and that upon learning of these 
fac;ts the accountant protested and procured 
a letter of indemnification in connection 
with such use. It was held that this 
continued use of the accountant1s name. 
after his protest, and the overriding attitude 
apparent!~ ass~med by the :egistrant'_:; 
president m this matter, constituted addi
tional evidence of lack of independence. 

u1 think the purpme of. requiring ~e 
certifying accountant to be mdependent is 
clear. Independence tends to assure the 
objective and impartial consideration which 
is needed for the fair solution of the complex 
and often controversial matters that arise in 
th~ ordinary course of audit work. On the 
other hand, bias due to the presence of an 
entangli~g affiliation or inte~est, 
inconsistent with proper professional 
relations of accountant and client, may 
cause loss of objectivity and impartiality 
and tends to cast doubt upon the reliability 
and fairness of the accountant's opinion and 
of the financial statements ~emselves. Lack 
of independence, moreover, may be 
established otherwise than solely by proof 
of misstatements and omissions in the 
financial statements. As W8§ said in a recent 
opinion of the Commission:s 

"'We cannot, however, accept the theory 
advanced by counsel for the intervenors 
that lack of independence is established only 
by the actual coloring or falsification of the 
financial statements or actual fraud or 
deceit. To adopt such an interpretation 
would be to ignore the fact that one of the 
nurposes of requiring a certificate by an 
independent public accountant is to remove 
the possibility of impalpable and unprovable 
biases which an accountant ma.y 
unconsciously acquire because ?f h~s 
intimate nonprofessional contac~ wt~ his 
client. The requirement for certification by 
an independent public acco.untant is n~t so 
much a guarantee against consc1~~s 
falsification or intentional deception as it ts 

ff 3023 AS-22 

a measure to illSlll"e complete objectivity. It 
is in part to protect the accounting 
profession from the implication that slight 
carelessness or the choice of a debatable 
accounting procedure is the result of bias or 
lack of independence that this COmmission 
has in its .prior decisions adopted objective 
standards. Viewing our requirements in this 
light, any inferences of a personal nature 
that may be .directed against specific 
members of the accounting profession 
depend on the facts of a particular case and 
do not flow from the undifferentiated 
application of uniform objective standards.' 

"'While Rule 2-0l(b) quoted above 
designates certain relationships that will be 
considered to negative independence, it is 
clear from the opinions cited that other 
situations and relationships may also so 
impair the objectivity and impartiality of. an 
accountant as to prevent him from bemg 
considered independent for the purpose of 
certifying statements required to be filed by 
a particular registrant. 

Hin the particular case cited the 
accountant was indemnified and held 
·harmless from all losses and liabilities 
arising out of his certification, other than 
those flowing from his own willful mis
statements or. omissions. When an 
accountant and' his client, directly or 
through an affiliate. have entered into an 
agreement of indemnity which seeks to 
assure to the accountant immunity from 
liability for his,own negligent acrts, whether 
of omission or commission, it is my opinion 
that one of the major stimuli to objective 
and unbiased consideration of the problems 
encountered in a particular engag~ment is 
removed or greatly weakened ... "' Such 
condition must frequently induce a 
departure from the standards of objectivity 
and impartiality which the concept of 
independence implies. In such ~ffi~t 
matters, for example. as the determination 
of the scope of audit necessary, existence of 
such an agreement may easily lead to the 
use of less extensive or thorough procedures 
than would otherwise be followed. In other 
cases it may result in a failure. to appr~ise 
with professional acumen the information 
disclosed by the examination. Conse~uently ~ 
on the basis of the fac~ set forth m your 
inquiry, it is my opinion that the accountant 
cannot be recognized as independent for the 
purpose of certifying the financial 
statements of the corporation." 

C1977. Commerce Clearing House, Inc. 



Release No. 25 3037 

-Footnotes -
1 Rule 2-0l(b) of Regulation S-X was 

subsequently amended. most recently in ASR No. 
125 dated Jwie 23. 1972. As amended it reads: 

The COmm&ion will not recognize any certified 
public accountant or public accountant as 
independent who is not in fact independent. For 
example. an accountant will be considered not 
independent with respect to any person or any of 
its parents. its subsidiaries, or other affiilates (1) in 
wh1ch. during the period or his professional 
engagement to examine the fmancial statements 
being reported on or at the date of his report, he or 
his firm or a me.mber thereof had, or was 
committed to acquire. any direct financial interest 
or any m~terial indirect financial interest. or (2) 
with which. during the period of his professional 
enpgement to examine the .financial statements 
bemg reported on. at the date of his report or 

. during the period covered by the fmancial 
statements. he or his firm or a member thereof was 
connected as a promoter. underwriter, voting 
trustee, direct.or, officer. or emplOyee, except that 
a firm will not be deemed not independent in 
regard to a particular person if a former officer or 
employee of such person is employed by the firm 
and such individual has completely disassociated 
himself from the person and its affiliates and does 
not participate in auditing financial statements of 
the person or .its affiliates covering any period of 
his employment by the person. For the purposes of 
Rule 2-01 the term "member .. means all partners 
in the firm and all professional employees 
participating in the audit or located in an office of 
the rum participating in a significant portion of 
the audit. 

2 Accounting Series Release No. 2 reads in part: 

..... the Commission has taken the position that 
an accountant can not be deemed to be 
independent jf he is, or has been during the period 
under review, an officer or· director of the 
registrant or if he holds an interest in the 
registrant that is signifiC?JJt with respect to its 
total capital or his own personal fortune. 

"In a recent case invol"ing a firm or public 
accountants. one member of which owned stock in 
a cQrporation contemplating registration, the 
Commission .refused to hold that the firm could be 
considered independent for the purpose of 
certifying the financial statements of such 
corporation and based its refusal upon the fact 
that the value of such holdings was substantial and 
constituted more than I percent of the partner's 
personal fortune." 

s In the lYiatter of A. Hollander & Son. ·Inc., 
supra. 

' It may be noted that Section 152 of the English 
Companies Act (1929) makes comparable 
indemnity agreements void: 

''152. Subject as hereinafter provided, any 
pro\-'ision. whethet' contained in the article of a 
company or in any contract with a company or 
otherwise, for exempting any dil'ector, maii&vaer or 
officer of the company, or any pel'SQn (whether an 
officer of· the company or not) !mlployed by the 
company as auditor from; or- indemnifying him 
against. any liability which by virtue of any rule of 
law would otherwise attach to him in respect of 
any negligence, default. breach of duty or breach of 
trust of which he may be guilty in relation to the 
company shall be void." 

[1[ 3024] RELEASE NO. 28 

April 9, 1941, 11 F .R 10923; Securities Act Release No. 2524, Exchange Act Release No. 
2853. 

Treatment of Federal Income and Excess Profits Taxes. (Rescinded and 
Omitted) 

rn so201 RELEASE NO. 24 

May 23, 1941; Securities Act Release No. 2566, Exchange Act Release No. 2903, 
Investment Campany .4ct Release No.134.. 

Amendment to Articles I. 6, and 12 of Regulation S-X. (Text of Release 
Omitted} 

[113026} RELEASE NO. 25 

May 29. 1941. 11 F .R 10923; Securities Act Release No. 2574, Exchange Act Release 
No. 2912, Investment Company Act Release No.137. 

Procedure in Quasi-Reorganization. 
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.April 13; 2012 

Bcrm:an & Company, P.A. 
551 NW 77th Street, Suite 201 
·Eb~<1 .R"to11~ Florida 33487 

We are providing this letter in conneeli<;m with your audit· ·of the consolidated balance. sheets of 
MusdePh<ir.m Corporation and Subsidiary (the "Company") as of December 31, 201 l and 20 l Oi. an:d the 
-related. consolidated statements o.f op·eratfons, stockholders' deficit ·and cash flows for· .the year 'then 
~rtd,eq, fot tl\c pµrpose of.expressing .a!J .op~n.ioi1 as to ·whe.ther"t.he~e'.fhrartcial statemG!'!fs.prescht faitl:y,, .in 
~II m~t.erial .respects, the f}nancial posltio.n; xcsylts of operations:; and cash flows .of MuscleP"nann 
·Co1porafion · in conformity · with. U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting . ·Principles. _We· ·are. also . 
T.espai:isi.bie for adoptii1g sound accounting poliCies,. .establlshfng.:aii'd mainta1nii1g .intemai control;' and -: 
preventin~ and aetecting frau·d. . . 

'Certafo .reptesencations .in this le:tcer ·ate .d~scnbeo as b.eing limi~ed . tq ' matters tbat. are· mat.erial. :rte{IiS ~re 
considered material if they involve 30' omissibn or misstatement of ac.counting information that, in ·iigbt· . 
of :iurroµn9ing.circumstai1ces, m_akes· it probab)e that ;the:judgment of a rea,sonnbl,e ·person. rely~ng.orr the· 
infonnation. would be changed or influenced by 'the omission or rriiss.catemerit ·An oiriissi'o11 or · 

· ·rnisstate·tiient that is monetarily smal\ i6 amout1t could be"C;<1nsid~red maretial a<; ti resuit: of qtiali:rati:ve 
.fa<:;tars. 

We confirrri, to the best' of our kndwledge ·and belief; QS of April T3; 2012, the following representations 
:made to you :9uring the .audit: · · 

J •. The :financial statements refcLTed to above are fairly presented. in conformity with. U.S. ·generally. 
accepted accou'nting principles and include all d1sdosureS· necessary' fot such fair presentation. 
and :d.isclosures required. to be include~ therein by the laws:an.4 .r.egulations to which the·comNnY 
is su_bject.· 

.2·. W c have made available to you ·au: 

.a; financial records and. related .data. 

b. Minutes of the meetings, of the .stockholders, directors, and committees of directors; or 
·s.ummaries of actions ofreccht meetings £61' which ml:nutes have not yet been prepared. 

EXHIBIT 

3, There has been no: 
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i.i. Fraud involving. manageme.nr or- employee.<; who ha'..!e significant roles in the systern of 
internal accout'ltin~ -conttoL 

b. Fraud involving other employees that could have a. material ~ffect on the ·financial 
statements. 

c. Communication from the SEC or other regu.lalory agencies C()nceming ·noncorupliance 
\vlth, or deficiencies i11, fi_naf)cfal_ reporting prac~i"Ces that could have a material •effect on 
the financial statements. 

d. Other fra:ud that c.o.uld haVe a mat~dal .~f.fec.t ort .th.e fin~cial S.tatern~nts. 

e. \Ve ,believe t,hat w~ :iµ-_e.i_n c9mpliru1ce·wi!Ji}hc provis(9p~ of SAS No. 99. 

A, · · ·· W~, have no knov;11edge ofar'ly ali~gations.of'tr.aud onuspected fraud affol;itng 
fhe Company received· in 'cO.n1inun1d1tl.ons ·fi:mn ·¢tn·pl9y~e:s;. fotin.ei emp'J~yees, . 

· i.egul_ator$, Or others. . . . . 

6.. ·we have no ·plans or intentions that.may materiaH.y affect lhe carrying value or classifiCa:tiori bf. 
assets" and. i{abiti ti.es. 

_6. -The folio.wing, if material, hu..v.e·oeen prope.dy _re~orded or discl9sed in the-financial statements:. 

a. S.ignifica.nt -estimates and material concentrations known-to managei'nei1Uhat are. req.uired 
to be disclosed -in· !iccordance wlth the AICPA's Staternem:o:f P·osition. 94~6,~ '"Discl.O"sure: 
of Certain Significanr Ris:ks, 'arrd Uncertainties~ (Sign.itlean.t e$tim.at¢s: are c~tima~~$: a~ th~ 
balance sheet date that could change mat.erfolfy - ~vithin the ne7<.t ··y.ear. Concentraftons· 
refer to volu_mes of busin~s. re".'·bn,ues, av.~ailable s_our<?es of ·supply, or markets or 
geographic areas fQr which ev.ents. could :Occur that wouid significaritiy .disrupt nof.ihal. 
fii1ances within· the next year. 

·b, Related party transactions. and. refateq ~m:m.mts· n~ceivablb or' pay?ble; _il1qludin:g. sal~;: 
purchase~rJoan_s,_ tr:ansfcrs, leasing=-arrangements~ a,nd gu~rantees. 

c. Stock ~ptlons and wa:rrarits· iSsued as co~pensation or. pursuant to emplo¥ffici1tlconsultin~, 
agreem.ents fot' ~eryk_es,. 

d. Quar_anre~,. whethef w_ri(ten qr oral-; under which F.he company is_ conting~tly liabJe. 

·1. There are.no: 
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a: Violations· or possible violations· :Of Jaws or ". i:egulafions whose effects ·sn·ou,ld be 
consioert!d for disclosure in ·me- fina.nci'al. statements or as a basis· for recording· a loss 
cont.iqgen.cy. 

· b. Other matetial liabilities or gain: or io'ss ·contingenci~s that are reqllired to ·be·-accru..ed. or 
disclosed by Statement ofF.ih&ndal A.c¢~1tmting.St$idards No. 5. 

?. T~ere are no unasse1ted dajm_s or ass~sm.cnt.s tha~ we are aware of or that our 1alh-yer has 
advised us . . are probable of assertion and. must he disclosed in accordance with, .Statement of 
Firtahcial Accountih_g:Standards· No. 5. 

·. . . . . . . 
9. Thete ' ar~ no sigijtfieant :defi'<;,jepcjes, focluding .rriater·ial weakn~s.ses, in -the .design. or . .Qperi(tion 

· ofjme-qial" co.n~:ol .ov.er finatJ.cia:l ·r~p·o~ng th~~ ~e ·reasonably ..likely to · adversely affect. the 
-Company's ability to record; process., summarize, and report finanCial d·ata. · · 

1 o. · \.ve·ac!aio\Vl'edg~ ·011r .responslb.lli ty. for·ilie design and .impleinen.t.ation or 
. conti:ols' to pre_y~ut. and detect fraud. · · · 

1 L From time. to tim~;. the Compan,y may .be involved: in- Hffgation througp the:.norinal :Coui:Se of' 
business .. The· :Company is :hot cun-cntly .e~penen"ciiig any pend(rtg,. resoived ·or threatened 
Htigatid.ri ·~x¢ept :as made~ kno\V.IJ. to ·yo 1.1. 

J 2. · 1ftere are·no·material ~ransac~pn~ _that ~ave-no~ been: properly recorded in the accounting records 
·underly.i.Qg·the. financial statements. 

1.3.. We· believe that the. effects· of :lllwo.i:te.ct~d :.financ.ial statements mi~statements' 'ar.e' .i"iP.inat~rjai, 
·boib inciividu.ally .and in.the aggregate1 to the fioancial.statemerits taken~: a whole, No· rnat~ri~l 
,µ~9orre~~~d finiurcfal n1issb1te:rriprr~s were pq'~<;:d :for the year·ended December· 31,. 20Tl. 

14. The Company .has ·satis'factory titfo to ·au owned assets, and there are no liens. or encumbrances 
oi\.Sltth assets not'ha.S any ·asset b.e:e~1 ple.dge.4 .as cqJJ#tetal. 

)5_. Provision h.as been made fo.r <!JlY -rpaterit.tl loss to. be· sustained in the fulfi1lment o:t; .or from 
'i-nabilityto fuJ.fi ll, any sales commitments. 

16. There are no estimates that rriay be:stibjed tt) a fuaterfal change in th~ .near term lhat.hav·e nqt 
.l::!~en prpperly .disc;lbs~d in the ·finantjal. stat<;menls; We. up<l~rst~nd that (1¢qr (erm ·~n~ll the· 
_period .within one year of th~·date- ohhe:fi:nancial stai,emems .. ln addit~on ,. we hav~ n.o kn.owledge 
:9f concentratjons existing a~ the d.at.e 9f _th9· fi~andal statements that make· the Company 

·' "··:.. 

~ ... 
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17. 

I:8. 

20. 

21. 

v·ulnerabl-¢ to the dsk :of-:severe impact that bav~ ho.t b.¢¢n properly di$clos·<!d in the 'finan~al 
st~ten:ients. 

We. have complied. with -an aspects,.o~· contractual agr.eemt?.nts that would have a. material eff'e~t 
on the finandal' statements in- the evertt.ef noncompHance. 

No events have QC¢JJ.rred ~bsequent tu th.e '.balance 'sheet :date tha.t would require adju~t:tncmt te~ 
or dis-elosure· .in the financial statements: other "than tb:o·se· which have been ·disclosed or with · 
resp~et- to· ~·i'ii~h .. an ~<JJustment h~ bee'11-1nacfo. All signift"carit. -subscq:uent ·e\ients ·have been 
·disclosed in ti1e-.i;lotes·on the.· finnndal $tatetnert~ 

. we h\tv~·fullydis¢}QS~ :ro:yo:u ~II ~k ~~: ~ludlng an tights ofre.itm1er im~ a.d~l!n~ .. I 
an_ . d __ :._a __ n -~_.w. arr_ .. an. ty.-nrov.i~i_o.ns._ .-. _ ... _._ ... : .. _ · .... -. .. ·_:_, ...... · .. · · · · . · ". · < .· ·. .···:"···· ._·. : -· ... - l · .. . 

The C~arty .Ji~ dele"tmirted thaf;lllliier SF.AS h l, lf (!pttatW 'in on·e' se~en:t of"businl!SS? !has· ·. . , · · ·:===_,:==:.!: .. .. 

=~atat~ .di~l(>:sure is ~<:>.t.requ.ited. · . · · - ·. . . · . . · 
.. 

. . 
R~ceivabl~-x~~r4e4. rqires~nt"yalid cl~ms :agafost ~ebtor:S·for. sales or othe.r charges .. arising b~ · 
9£ b"efure the balim.Ce"'!lheet.date and hitVe been reduced.to.thefr ,estimated riet.reaiiiable. viilUe, .:=:.! 

. Th~ ~Qfhp~f: has apprppti-aiel~{teeoncil~d-..ft$J~¢P.¢.tlll led~er tlP~91Jt1ts tQ t~e_ir·rel~f~:~·~ppQri;Alg 

rnfQmJ~On. AU r~foted -r~oncfling iten;l$ =cp~deted ·tq· btnnaterial were: identjfi~d .an4 in~lu<;ied . .::====:.::'::_=:;·... " ·on ~h~-r~~n~ilia.tion.s= ij.ng wer_~.:appr.opriat~ly adjusted:·in the financial ,statements. 

'We· confirm . that all fot.rrial ei:rtploymtr>tit agreements that would. req.uire: the r¢cordrn:g or· 
disctosU.te~of 1f~Qinmittn<mt have b~en. w¥onied and di$Clo$.ed.M $~en~ · 

24. Arrang~~ents \Y~th: fi"J?.~ncial :in~titutlons in~IVi.ng comp~nsating· balanees-·or other atr~gements 
involving· restrictions Qn ·cash balances, lines of' cred1t, or sim~lat. arrangements .nave= ·b® 
properly dfsrilc>sed. At.D.ecember:"3 l,,.ib1 ·1, there· w~e: noi such :a:rnu1~emcmts~. · 

2$. 'The registtantt~ -other ceriifying ·o:fficers and= .l lu~:~~ noti6:ed y~~; Qµt; aµ,CUtors~· wh~Lher- or- not 
tn¢r~ w~~ :si~iflcant ·cfyang~ ~µ internal con~ols or 'in otheE factots that tauid si~i:.ficailtlt 
.affect. intemaJ. ·contmls subsequent: .to the .date: o.f our· ·most· :re.cent. e.valuati~>.b,. including. ;iiil'y." 
-cotte.cth~e actions with:t.~gard to si~fica:n:t c:}etlcienctes and· materiai .\v_eakn<$s~: .. 

t6.. We .. confirm tmit aU fotm,ul ~~ .infQunal ·CQmn1uniqafiqns. throiighout the Q.tJdlt to implement 
·~gg~tio~ to- ~mpr~Yti o~ _in~~maj. -C,9ntrols ~-wen ·as improve any. perceived. weaknesses ·and· 
reportabJe:-condi~ions :are under·rev.ie:w. ahd we 1ntend to·make any necessary ehange5. We'.alS.0 
.intood" to re"~ew-and co·mpl.y wiih· PCAOB· .AS5 b1.otd~ to d.Ocwnent and ·d.i°sclose· managemenes. 
,etrectiv¢n¢.ss. av.er .i.rttero:a.f -contri;>l$~ w~ w~U. '¢(),(t~~nu.e. t9. p.ro:v.i<Je s:u_ppqrtip.g -4oe11ni~ta.tfo;ll 

. ·ancVor .n~-uatives c.ommen~ing· in fi·$.Oal. y.e&r'.2:012. · · · 
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. ·:: .-· .. ·. :' ·' .... : • ;· :~·:-:~/:;: ... : :: :iJ.: .... .. :: .:';_ ·~'!}'·!·~· :·:: 

: : ~'!']_ ... ;.: . : :.. .. : •• : :.:~ 

27. We c:oo:fir!n that there is substantial doubt abo.ut our inabiri.ty to continue as a going concern. 
entity. We have certain n.eg.ative.fii=inncial iildicators; and· do not have sufficie·nt cnsh.tn:nrcet out 
current .or e~p:ect¢d ob1igatfo.p~ QYet ,tlte ne~ttweJ.,1e . mo11·ihs. The.re is a· high. pr.ob~bility'tqqt=·o.ur= . 
buc;iness wiir ce(l.Se. operi;tions \VHhin twely~ monfh!i ti:vmy·he te of .o· ur most recent bafonce. : 
sheet· that has been m:idited (December 31. 20'1.J). rfJ6 : ·., · · w.e.. h <> "() ~ .~ / _ ) 

.. . . .. . . ti. ~:Cf4~ cfCJffv.r_ {,._ ~=~f : 
28. We con:firm that s'it1t¢ w~ expect no .net income in the futu1'e, t11at o.ur deferred tax ·?ss~r balance • : 

$Qoulj:f b:e..res~rvej:f ~t I OQ%, 

29. We ·confirm that ·we believe· the use of the bfack.-scholes option pricing 1nodei. is an =ac·1...'tltate. 
refleetion. of.fair yalue. We understand .. ,that the.SEC.has·co·us.i<lercd .the . ~se of the lattiee~moJ;h:I . 

·for .m.ol'e compi~c:ated ·tra'nsa.ct!ohs, :·however, we· <lo· .not ·have. t.h~· expe1i]~e to :proper.ly ~ompute · 
this· "vi.J!ja~'io'.n .. ·:. W.r;f h.iJ. v~ mf orm~JL)i-&~l'p·~:UJ ie<i:• prof essi.o n.al.s :jIJ'. · ~c.c;o:Urrti ng· :and '!'yga (prM~~~!oir · 
·and: bel'ieJle our y~luaiion method<;ilo'gyis stifficient · 

30. .As .ofDecei1i~~r'Jl; :20'1 l, \ve 'c.oiifrriri.'that we only had '.3, matecial.disclos:ahle" Legal matte1'.s' that' 
have not been settled. these· ar~ a·ccurat«ly l:iescr{bcd .. .fu the .footnotes t9 th~ ·nnancial.st~tements, 

31. We confinn that: sine~· our .inGCptfo.n all sh~r~ based paymen.ts; 'meals '.and entertainment, 
impairment'losses and offic~i-s' Hfe insurnnce ·ar·e permanent differences under ASC 740 atlc:i are 
non:-'dcdu'ctltilc·(.iricli1ding ·share based. payments, *civuti:Ve exp¢nse.and: dia1).ge in . .fafr v~;rt~e· of 
.deTivative ~!labiflty)- Additionally; :F!N'ffo. 48 :iS ·not appJic~ble. · The· Company has taken !l. ·full 
vrrlµaijqrt ~1QW.a.i1\:~ and will 1iot report ~y C;l.eferraj.·tl!,x:a~se~ a~ D~c.ember. 31., 2Q 1 i '. 

32. We.confirm that all property ·and equipmenf'is-iTI servicc«:is of December 3:1 1 201.l. 

33.. W.e confirm that. no IRS. riotic~.s :have· been. rcee~ved for Jiayroll ta,xt.'S past due' to w,h1¢h d1e· 
p~yn;>-11 ·fa?C lf~~f-Hty .as .of,.De-qY,m,b:~.::u, 2p'1.r :c.tll'.1 be f,lgreµj to ·f9.n~?Son~bleness, W,e unqel'st.and 
thaJ. no_n~p11:ymGnt. of IRS payro1f jaxes ~:be:.ccm~icJered a, ver.y serious matter that could ·~pose. 
·penalfres:=and sanc~ions to the 'Company .and its offitera. 

34. We confirm that the.payr.oli' taxes:past dttc·are compiete and .accurate)yptesente<l in:the fmanGial 
. ~.tq~eJtl¢tlts ~of December 'Jl.r 20l l.. · 

3 5. ·We confirm that we have common-stock equi valentS totaling 5. I I ,9·25 ,53 8 at' December JI, 2CH f. 
·we, hate .su;fficiCnt U"Uthorized .Linlssued c.aJ:iital to s~ryice all pot!IBti~l . conv¢rsions. We .ajso 
co.nfinn that sli10e \.\re·havea.net.ios:s, th~t \.Ve. have ·no diluted .earnings,per share to report. 

3.6.. We con:firrn thq.t .at 'th:e t.ime ·we ·~xecu,t~q ,a· ~ev~i:s.~ -reqpifalizati.on with Tone· in Twenty; the net 
.eq.uity '(}f their books ·on February · 1 -~ .. 20 JO ·was approximately ~ I 00 as previ·ousfy disclosed in 
·2010. 
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37_ 

4.o .. 

41. 

We intend to service the hia:jority of our debt through the-issuance of stock, both. fr~e trad.ing i:n. 
Section 3A-10 transactio:ns.as \vell as restricted stock. 

We confirm that our iutention is to sett.le all previously issued convertible ·debt and wam1nt~rtl1at. 

\.vere accounted for .ns liabilities through the i'ssuaiice of cash and stock. Our tootnotes discuss 
"this. 

We confinn tl:iar ~1.1 prepaid stqc~ b~~d coq1pensafion 11) recoverable an¢! that all services are 
c.x:pcc.:tcd to be ·performed !IS i}gree<;l upon.. No impa:.innent is reqµ"ired· at December 31, 20 U .or· 
today. · 

All management .C:stimates ·iu:e reviewed .for appropriat.erresnind .acc_uraey . . O_ur most- sensjtive 
ma~erjit! estima~es- h~v~J:i.e.~~,{li~clo~eg in -~-~r t}n~_n:Ct?l sf(ltewc-D:t footnotes .i~1 note 1. . . 

We'c:onfinri· that"the. only materia1 lease.existing as of Dcc~bet.3-! ;201 1 artd.Aj:>riLl4,: 2012 is 
the lease fot office'spa·ee lo,cated· at 472 1 Ironton ·s;tr~t. Detive~? ·col~rado 908:39 .. 

WY.' .cortfirm ·thilt .<Ill :$b.iP.rn~t.~. ~_xc·ept for 09r :customer .GJ'[C, whieh: is FOB destination; ary 
fOEf $hip.ping po"int.· · · · 

"The Company . .hns :an ,i.nformM 7~day·.rigl:it ofreturn fo(p.i:o<tucts. Tf(~t¢ weye no:minni :r~wms. iP. 
. :2.0.l I and 20.i a. There. haVY. a1sd riot been .an~ materfaT r.etllms in. 20.l 2 Pertain"ing to the-201 r 
'year .. 

44. We con:fum that ai"i credit,tne11i6s !ssued s.ubseguertt to yea:r·.en{perta!nirrg to. tl1e pflor.year-have 
.been. propetly"a1J"pl.fod. to :the yeaijmded :O.e.c.etnb.er 3 1, 26U. · · 

4$_. ·we. c~:mfi.rm :rh~t ~H. ac.~O:tln~·'r~c;.~ivable. ·c;.o.rifinnatfo.n~ re<'.~i:ved hav._e been rcconciled,to actual 
.i,iccoµnt!i - re~~ivables leqger. ·and-that· the accounts receivable :ledger ,is an· acclirate. ·rd.lection Of 
balances owed. from vendors. · · 

46. 'We confirm that iU debt .rnd .equ_it;y transactions r<:)poi:ted in 1he .fincmcial statements <1$. of 
:D~ceml>,er 31 , 2011 ~d" .thi:ougJ~ A:p~f[ 13,.'2012 are·corrn.:ilete and :accurate. We understand that 
·w-e proces& -a ):1igh. voh:m1e:of_potential1y ·complex 'transactions .and have -provlded.,atl 'necessary 
supporting documentation as to existence and valuation. 

47. _A notice -of convt;rsion down1o~ded. tfom NGfSuit~ .dated January ~-q, ·"20l2 which refer~ni:;e$ ,a· 
·_necember 8-, 20J l ·no.te tq C_arpag~ Gtoupi L [..C.ii::i ~he ai:nouµ~ of$5Q0,_009 was dratted in error. 
We ·con£nn. that··n.o .note ex"is·ts -in "the -amount of -$5001000 from Carriage Groi1p, LLC. dated 
December 8, 2{H l . 

41t Dale & Lessmann, LLP was paid a retainer to assis~hvith the Company's possible expfins\01;1' iQto 
Canada. No !egal.~.~tters e;dst with w.hi·_ch this a,ttomey was assis.Hng .. 
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.49. the Company paid Mo1mhan &. Padel as an agent _pe1taining to the Ci:>rnpaoy-'s payoff of 'an 
e_x;isti~1g . liabili~y ro ·c4 A.na,lytics. No addi,tional nccn.ial-$ or litigation exist in· regiirds to' these 
pa}'ments. 

50. 

5'1. 

S2. 

J AH &, CO> rr assist the Company with intelkqt:IJ_al ·1iropc1ty ·and pa~en.ts ·;n the Ml9dle East ,No 
Je~aI matters exist. Witll which these <!ttomeys:'are ass.fating. · 

There are no unpaid/past due PCAOB supp.or.t fees. 
. . 

We confirm that MP. Canadc;i ·h~: haa no :aQtiv1ty, ·ijo kase 'h?s !?~en .ent~e'<l Jl').to ·and :n:o 
opt.'TiltioIJS have ·commenced .in Canaqq., H.pwever,.~ve have ·issued ·a press rele~e, in AptiJ. 2012 
tl1(1~ w~s info.rm~tional P!l .th,e intent of qur Company. . 'I:here are no closing documents or 
execufed"lcgal agreements: for::this. 

' . 
~4. We, :co:nfinn t)l~t Jeremy De.Juca_, ·under· ASQ N9. 8-50 is not a· refated party .based upon our 

analysiS mid.memo pmVided fo ·you. . · · 

56. ·we ·~n,~inn _that Wt'.·are,in ·rece_ipf. ofyou.(· i~~ept)ndence. letter and note ther.e nave .beenno direct 
:or ·iridirecf ma:terial .or immaterial relationships betweei1,our Company ancf aby .. mcinbers ·bf your 
·firm. 

Sr. We. cohfinn that our r~pr,ese·nta.tiops ab0ye, are co.n.sistent, coll?p~ete and accura~e as.of the date of 
our response (manual signa~.r.c· and .date be1ow)'. 

'The foilowing·is·the Coinpany's represe11tation pertaiiiing to Jouma/ entries thttt·affect die books and 
:tee.or. tis: 

Tue C9mpany·:has rcc:orded adjusting; Iec1assification a1~d/or ·elimin.ating journal entries as ·part .of the 
requfred ·financial reporting: for tire presentatiOn of the December JI_,. 20[ 1 financfai -statements. 'These. 
entries have been summarized_ in the accounting soft.ware _package used, whii.:h is Netsuite, and is 
m.aiJ1W.i.ne.dby Colnpany p~rsonne),, ·spe~lti:caU~, L~:Mecr, CfO; 

1 .her€:bY- ~ertify :thl).t any ~nci al~ ~µch. jouma;J. ~~tries .have been rev'i.ewed and approved by· me. 
Additionally;· l represent that all such .entries are marle 'timely when evidence becomes available that 
these transactrons should be r'etor<led. For- any entries proposed by Bennan & CO'mJ?any, e.A. d_~g. 
toe.course .of this audit, \ve at~ ii) full agreement l).:!)d .ha:ir<;?·.recotd'~(i. the nec;e~sary:adj usi.ment:S:**; \Ve <lo 
.n.Qt b.e.lfovc .that audit entrfos wouJd cause any.concem as to: o,i.n: internal controls-pe.rtaining·t_o, fhrnn.ci-al 
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·.:~.:.~ ·· ... ~.~ -~ ·· ... '..'-· 
;; -~ ·<: :~: ~ :·~:;~. . .. • .. 

. . . .. . 

.. :·.·: .. 
. ·. :=··. ···,,. 

stntancnt discJ()Sure and prcS<."'1itafion. We .. inteud ro muke any=ttdjl1st:nt•nts for future reporting periods 
iii ac~lr~anca with $EC Rlile$ ~M Regi~lations ~ ~vell ~$ U.!i.·G~A:.A.P. 

·ii*See atfach<.-d fis.li.ng=o:fjoarnaf. en.tr:fos tbr·2(}l 1. We confitm that we appr<>Ve!d nH .eJ~frie.~ that i~w.:beit!g· 
submitted back to US for~1µr JCC<.'t:cl~. 
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Do We Understand Each Other? 
Clear communication at the start averts trouble later. 

BY KIM M. GIBSON, KURT PANY AND STEVEN H. SMITH 

December 31, 1997 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

• THE AUDITING STANDARDS BOARD issued SAS no. 83 and SSAE no. 7 to 

provide CPAs with guidance on establishing an understanding with the client. 

• THE TWO NEW STATEMENTS ARE IN LINE with SQCS no. 2, which requires 

firms to have po licies and procedures in place for obtain ing an understanding. 

• CPAs MUST DOCUMENT THEIR UNDERSTANDING of an engagement in the 

working papers and include its objectives, the responsibilities of the auditor and of 

management and the engagement's limitations. 

• A VARIETY OF OTHER ITEMS MAY be included in an engagement letter, 

including how the engagement is to be conducted, fee and bill ing arrangements and 

the use of specia lists or internal auditors. 

Kim M. Gibson , CPA, is a technical manager in the American Institute of CPAs audit 

and attest division. 

Kurt Pany , CPA, PhD, is a professor in the school of business at Arizona State 

University, Tempe, and a member of the auditing standards board and auditor 

communications task force. 

Steven H. Smith is a doctoral student in the school of business at Arizona State 

University. Ms. Gibson is an employee of the American Institute of CPAs and her views, 

as expressed in this article, do not necessarily reflect the views of the AICPA. Official 

positions are determined through certain specific committee procedures, due process 

and deliberation. 

In October 1997, the American Institute of CPAs auditing standards board issued Statement on 

Auditing Standards no. 83 and Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements no. 7, both 

titled Establishing an Understanding With the Client . These standards provide guidance on the 

EXHIBIT 
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understanding a CPA should have with a client when performing auditing and other attestation 

services. This article explains why the American Institute of CPAs issued the standards and 

provides guidance on how to apply them. 

Why Issue New Standards? 

Statement on Quality Control Standards {SOCS) no. 2, System of Quality Control for a CPA Firm's 
Accounting and Auditing Practice , which became effective on January 1, 1997, requires firms to 

have policies and procedures for obtaining an understanding about the services to be performed. 

These policies and procedures are intended to minimize the risk of misunderstandings with the 

client regarding the nature, scope and limitations of engagements. 

While most CPAs have always-at least implicitly-realized the need for such an understanding, 

SOCS no. 2's explicit requirement suggested to the ASB the need to provide related guidance for 

audit and attestation engagements. The board issued the new standards to provide that guidance 

and to help firms comply with the sacs requirement. 

What's Required? 
Both statements require the CPA to establish an understanding with the client for each 

engagement and provide details on the nature of the understanding. Auditors must document that 

understanding in the working papers, preferably in writing. CPAs generally can meet these 

requirements with an engagement letter. 

The understanding addresses four areas: 

• The objectives of the engagement. 

• The responsibilities of management. 

• The responsibilities of the practitioner. 

• The limitations of the engagement. 

Rather than simply identify the areas that need to be addressed, in SAS no. 83 the board provides 

illustrations of matters that must be included. Exhibit 1 , presents the required elements of an 
understanding in an audit. Exhibit 2 , is a sample engagement letter, containing the elements and 

several other items frequently included in an understanding. 

Using Professional Judgement In Attestation Engagements 



While SSAE no. 7, like SAS no. 83, requires an understanding in the four areas, it does not provide 

a list of matters that must be included. The board concluded that the wide variety of attestation 

services made it impossible to develop such a list. Therefore, a CPA should use judgment on what 

matters to include. However, for any attestation service, the list included in SAS no. 83(exhibit1) 

may provide a valuable starting point. 

Exhibit 1: Required Elements of an Understanding With the Client for a Financial Statement 
Audit 



Objective of the Engagement 

• The objective of the audit is the expression of an opinion on the financial statements. 

Management's Responsibility 

• Management is responsible for the entity's financial statements. 

• Management is responsible for establishing and maintaining effective internal control over 

financial reporting. 

• Management is responsible for identifying and ensuring that the entity complies with the laws 

and regulations applicable to its activities. 

• Management is responsible for making all financial records and related information available 

to the auditor. 

• Management will provide the auditor with a letter that confirms certain representations made 

during the audit. 

Auditor's Responsibility 

• The auditor is responsible for conducting the audit in accordance with generally accepted 

auditing standards. 

• The auditor is responsible for ensuring that the audit committee or others with equivalent 

authority or responsibility are aware of any reportable conditions that come to his or her 

attention. 

Limitations of the Engagement 

• GMS requires that the auditor obtain reasonable, rather than absolute, assurance that the 

financial statements are free of material misstatement, whether caused by error or fraud. 

Accordingly, a material misstatement may remain undetected. Also, an audit is not designed to 

detect error or fraud that is immaterial to the financial statements. 

• If, for any reason, the auditor is unable to form or has not formed an opinion, he or she may 

decline to express an opinion or decline to issue a report as a result of the engagement. 

• An audit includes obtaining an understanding of internal control sufficient to plan the audit 

and to determine the nature, timing and extent of audit procedures performed. An audit is not 

designed to provide assurance on internal control or identify reportable conditions. 



Additional Matters 
In addition to the matters listed in exhibit 1, SAS no. 83 presents other items that may be included 

in the engagement letter: 

• Arrangements regarding the conduct of the engagement (for example, timing, client 

assistance regarding the preparation of schedules and availability of documents). 

• Arrangements concerning any involvement of specialists or internal auditors. 

• Arrangements involving a predecessor auditor. 

• Arrangements regarding fees and billing. 

• Any limitation of or other arrangements regarding the liability of the auditor or the client, such 

as indemnification to the auditor for liability arising from knowing misrepresentations by 

management to the auditor. (Regulators, including the Securities and Exchange Commission, 

may restrict or prohibit such liability limitation arrangements.) 

• Conditions under which access to the auditor's working papers may be granted to others. 

• Additional services relating to regulatory requirements. 

• Arrangements regarding other services to be provided in connection with the engagement. 

Exhibit 3, contains sample wording that may be used in an engagement letter. However, the 

evolving nature of the law and differences in each state's laws make it advisable for CPAs to 

consult with legal counsel to develop acceptable wording in some areas. 

Implementation Issues 
The brevity of SAS no. 83 and SSAE no. 7 may lead to questions concerning how they should be 

implemented. Some guidance follows. 

Alternatives to engagement letters. The auditing standards board realizes that in some 
circumstances these letters will not be used. For some engagements, a formal contract might 

include all details on the needed understanding. Alternatively, an oral discussion with the client 



may be summarized in a memo. Board members unanimously believe, however, that following up 

an oral discussion with an engagement letter is a much better approach than relying entirely on a 

discussion. The standards state a preference for written communication with the client. 

Timing. The standards are silent on when the CPA must obtain the understanding. The first 

standard of fieldwork reads: "The work is to be adequately planned and assistants, if any, are to be 

properly supervised." Therefore, we anticipate that CPAs will obtain an understanding during the 

planning phase. Often CPAs will be able to obtain a signed engagement letter from a client before 

beginning audit fieldwork. However, occasions may arise in which a CPA obtains the 

understanding during the audit process. In those situations, the practitioner should consider that 

the later the understanding is obtained, the more likely the occurrence of misunderstandings. 

Exhibit 2: Sample Engagement Letter 



ABC Co. 

123 Main Street 

Anytown, USA 12345 

This will confirm our understanding of the arrangements for our audit of the financial statements of 

ABC Co. forthe year ending December 31, 1999. 

We will audit the company's financial statements of the year ending December 31, 1999, for the 

purpose of expressing an opinion on the fairness with which they present, in all material respects, 

the financial position, results of operations and cash flows in conformity with generally accepted 

accounting principles. 

We will conduct our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those 

standards require that we obtain reasonable, rather than absolute, assurance that the financial 

statements are free of material misstatement, whether caused by error or fraud. Accordingly, a 

material misstatement may remain undetected. Also, an audit is not designed to detect error or 

fraud that is immaterial to the financial statements; therefore, the audit will not necessarily detect 

misstatements less than this materiality level that might exist due to error, fraudulent financial 

reporting or misappropriation of assets. If, for any reason, we are unable to complete the audit or 

are unable to form or have not formed an opinion, we may decline to express an opinion or decline 

to issue a report as a result of the engagement. 

While an audit includes obtaining an understanding of internal control sufficient to plan the audit 

and to determine the nature, timing and extent of audit procedures to be performed, it is not 

designed to provide assurance on internal control or to identify reportable conditions. However, we 

are responsible for ensuring that the audit committee (or others with equivalent authority or 

responsibility) is aware of any reportable conditions that come to our attention. 

The financial statements are the responsibility of the company's management. Management is also 

responsible for (1) establishing and maintaining effective internal control over financial reports, (2) 

identifying and ensuring the company complies with the laws and regulations applicable to its 

activities, (3) making all financial records and related information available to us and (4) providing 

to us at the conclusion of the engagement a representation letter that, among other things, will 

confirm management's responsibility for the preparation of the financial statements in conformity 

with generally accepted accounting principles, the availability of financial records and related data, 

the completeness and availability of all minutes of the board and committee meetings, and, to the 
best of its knowledge and belief, the absence of fraud involving management or those employees 

who have a significant role in the entity's internal control. 



Assistance to be supplied by your personnel, including the preparation of schedules and analyses 

of accounts, is described on a separate attachment. Timely completion of this work will facilitate the 

completion of our audit. 

As part of our engagement of the year ending December 31, 1999, we will also prepare the federal 
and state income tax returns for ABC Co. 

Our fees will be billed as work progresses and are based on the amount of time required at various 

levels of responsibility, plus actual out-of-pocket expenses. Invoices are payable upon 

presentation. We will notify you immediately of any circumstances we encounter that could 

significantly affect our initial estimate of total fees of $ _______ _ 

If this letter correctly expresses your understanding, please sign the enclosed copy and return it to 

us. 

We appreciate the opportunity to serve you. 

Sincerely, 

Partner's Signature 

Firm Name 

Accepted and agreed to: 

Client Representative's Signature 

Title ____________ _ 

Date ____________ _ 

Who is the client? While the requirement is to establish an understanding with the client, SAS no. 

83tand SSAE no. 7 da..oot indicate thetidentitv of thaclienMor ihis purpose. Because the Code of 
:oun ancy.com1issuesf1 ~~ts/lan]g1oson.n· m1~ttrash.MPZ0M 11.dpur 

Professional Conduct in A7CPA Professional Standards de nes the client in ET section 92.01, the 

board did not believe a redefinition was necessary. ET section 92.01 defines a client as "any 

person or entity, other than the member's employer, that engages a member or a member's firm to 

perform professional services or a person or entity with respect to which professional services are 
performed." The board anticipates that practitioners ordinarily will obtain an understanding with 

management, including the chief executive officer and the chief financial officer, on behalf of the 

company. 



Changes during engagement. A CPA must use judgment when the understanding changes. For 

example, if the client requests significant additional services, the CPA may wish to use an 

additional engagement letter to provide assurance that an understanding has been obtained. If a 

practitioner does not use an engagement letter, at a minimum he or she should discuss the change 

with the client and document the understanding in the working papers. 

Documentation. An understanding in the form of an engagement letter signed by the client 

ordinarily is adequate. If no engagement letter is used, the practitioner must use judgment on 

documentation. In certain government audits, a signed contract may serve as proper 

documentation. In other engagements, the working papers should document the information 

discussed, including the matters in exhibit 1. 

No understanding. Both standards require that a CPA decline an engagement when he or she 

believes that an understanding with the client has not been obtained. However, the board believes 

this will be very rare. SAS no. 83 also says that if the auditor is unable to complete the audit or is 

unable to form or has not formed an opinion-for any reason-he or she may decline to express 

an opinion or decline to issue a report as a result of the engagement. 

Codification and dates. SAS no. 83 amends AU sec. 310, "Relationship Between the Auditor's 

Appointment and Planning," of A/CPA Professional Standards and renames that section 

"Appointment of the Independent Auditor." SSAE no. 7 amends SSAE no. 1, Attestation 

Standards , AT sec. 100, "Attestation Standards." Both standards are effective for engagements for 

periods ending on or after June 15, 1998. 



Exhibit 3: Additional Topics Relating to an Understanding 

Additional Topics 

Use of a specialist 

Use of internal 

auditors 

Predecessor 

auditor 

Indemnification 

clause 

Jury waiver clause 

Sample Wording 

Due to the complex and/or subjective nature of the subject matter of 

[ name area of complexity], which is potentially material to the financial 

statements, during our audit we will require the special skill and 

knowledge of [ include name of specialist and area of expertise ]. 
We will consider many factors in determining the nature, timing and extent 

of the auditing procedures to be performed. One is the existence of 

internal auditors in the organization who may be used during the audit. 

Because we ultimately have the responsibility to express an opinion on 

the financial statements, judgments about assessments of inherent and 

control risks, the materiality of misstatements, the sufficiency of tests 

performed, the evaluation of significant accounting estimates and other 

matters affecting our audit report will always be ours. 

Since this is the initial audit of the company, inquiry of the predecessor 

auditor and review of the prior-period working papers are necessary 

procedures because they may provide us with information that will assist 

in the planning of the engagement. You will agree to authorize the 

predecessor auditor to respond fully to our inquiries and grant us access 

to the working papers. If the predecessor auditor requests that 

authorization in writing, you will comply with that request. 

The company will indemnify [ name of CPA firm ] and its partners, 

principals and employees and hold them harmless from any claims, 

liabilities, losses and costs arising in circumstances where there has been 

a knowing misrepresentation by a member of [ name of company J's 

management, regardless of whether such person was acting in the 

company's interest. Note: Regulators, including the Securities and 

Exchange Commission, may restrict or prohibit such liability limitation 

arrangements. Practitioners who wish to include this clause in an 

engagement letter should consult with their legal counsel before using this 

clause. 

In the unlikely event that differences concerning our services or fees 

should arise that are not resolved by mutual agreement, we both 

recognize that the matter probably will involve complex business or 

accounting issues that would be decided most equitably to us both by a 

judge hearing the evidence without a jury. Accordingly, you and we agree 

to waive any right to a trial by jury in any action, proceeding or 

counterclaim arising out of or relating to any of our services or fees for this 

engagement. Note: Practitioners who wish to include this clause in an 

engagement letter should consult with their legal counsel first. 



Alternative dispute 

resolutions/binding 

arbitration 

Access to working 

papers 

Electronic filings 

In the event either party claims a breach of any term of this engagement, 

the dispute first shall be submitted to voluntary mediation. If this is 

unsuccessful, then the dispute will be brought to binding arbitration 

conducted under the rules then prevailing of the American Arbitration 

Association in the city where this agreement is signed, and the judgment 

or award of the arbitration shall be binding and conclusive upon the 

parties and may be entered in any court having proper jurisdiction. Note: 

Certain professional indemnity liability insurers may prohibit the insured 

from agreeing to binding arbitration in these circumstances. Practitioners 

need to check their insurance policies, contact their insurance carriers or 

consult with legal counsel. 

The working papers for this engagement are the property of [ name of 
CPA finn] and constitute confidential information. Except as discussed 

below, any requests for access to our working papers will be discussed 

with you before making them available to requesting parties. 

1. Our firm, as well as other accounting firms, participate in a peer 

review program covering our audit and accounting practices. This 

program requires that once every three years we subject our system 

of quality control to an examination by another accounting firm. As 

part of this process, the other firm will review a sample of our work. 

It is possible that the work we perform for you may be selected for 

review. If it is, the other firm is bound by professional standards to 

keep all information confidential. 

2. We may be requested to make certain working papers available 

to [ name of regulator] pursuant to authority given to it by law or 

regulation. If requested, access to such working papers will be 

provided under the supervision of [name of CPA finn ] personnel. 

Furthermore, upon request, we may provide photocopies of 

selected working papers to [name of regulator]. The [name of 
regulator] may intend, or decide, to distribute the photocopies or 

information contained therein to others, including other government 

agencies. 

With regard to electronic filings, such as in connection with the SEC 

Electronic Data Gathering Analysis and Retrieval (EDGAR) system or the 

WorldWide Web area of the Internet, you understand that electronic sites 
are a means of distributing information and, therefore, we are not required 

to read the information contained in these sites or to consider the 

consistency of other information in the electronic site with the original 

document. 



Year2000 

Other services to 

be provided 

Because many computerized systems use only two digits to record the 

year in date fields (for example 1998 is recorded as 98), such systems 

may not be able to accurately process dates ending in the year 2000 and 

after. The effects of this problem will vary from system to system and may 

adversely affect an entity's operations as well as its ability to prepare 

financial statements. An audit of financial statements conducted in 

accordance with generally accepted auditing standards is not designed to 

detect whether a company's information systems are Year 2000 

compliant. Further, we have no responsibility with regard to the company's 

efforts to make its information systems, or any other systems, such as 

those of the company's vendors, service providers or any other third 

parties, Year 2000-compliant or provide assurance on whether the 

company has addressed or will be able to address all of the affected 

systems on a timely basis. However, for the benefit of management, we 

may choose to communicate matters that come to our attention relating to 

the Year 2000 issue. 

You have requested that we provide other services [ list other services ] in 

connection with the engagement. The terms of these other services will be 

provided in a separate engagement letter. 

Or 

The engagement includes only those services described in this 

engagement letter. Any additional time spent regarding judicial 

proceedings, government organizations or regulatory bodies will be billed 

to you separately. 
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